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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Today the plays of Sir Arthur Wing Pinero are seldom 

acted, discussed, or even read# The obscurity within which 

Pinero now rests seems strange, indeed, when on# considers 

that for twenty year® during an era of great productivity Sir 

Arthur was England's most popular playwright#^ Utilising 

various forms of the drama ranging from faro© to tragedy, 

Pinero produced fifty-six dramatic pieces, forty-two of then 

original full-length plays. At the height of his career 

Pinero was proclaimed as the promising genius of the English 

theater. If permanence in the theater is a criterion for 

genius, Pinero1® loss of reputation suggests that he did not 

fulfill that promise. Nevertheless, Sir Arthur*a plays pro-

vide a transition between the unimaginative, dull play® and 

poetic dramas of the nineteenth century and the more realis-

tic, vibrant dramas of the twentieth. 

Contemporaries of Pinero saw in his works the advent of 

a new vitality to the English stage, which had suffered through 

a period of insignificant works since The School for Scandal. 

During the period fro® the Sheridan comedy to 1893,' English 

-̂George 1# Wellwarth, "The Career of Sir Arthur Wing 
Pinero: A Study in Theatrical Taste.w Southern Speech Journal 
XXVI (Pall, I960), Ij5. ' 



playwrights had produced unln&gin&tlve, liteles® works* Most 

poetic dramas, such as Tennyson* s Backet* wero not only un-

interesting but m m diffioult to perform as well* Melodramas 

of the tiae gave little variety for either audience or actor. 

Sven before the sixties "it appears that the drama in England 

was not only at its artistic nadir but had also beoosje ira-

fashionable t the theatres were considered so vulgar that 

cultivated people would not go to them and the social pre-

judlces against actors tier© extra®*."2 Consaenting upon the 

conditions of the thaater at this time# one critic eaphatlo-

ally reaarka, "Before the advent of Pinero, the drama had 

oeased to exist, in th« English-speaking countries* as a 

living art. 

Sir Arthur had written plays as early as his sixteenth 

y#«r* He began acting in 1Q7U. at the age of nineteen and in 

the mid-eighties aoquired a strong reputation as a writer of 

the Court Farces.^ The production of The Second Mrs. 

queray in 1893 became a turning point in his career} further-

mora* it brought Plnero wider sne as a writer of serious 

plays. Its immediate success "revolutionised the English 

2Edmund Wilson, "3ixty-f1 ve Years of Realise," Hew 
Bft.RUbl.llU XLIII (June, 1925), 101. '—* 

^Clayton Baailton, "General Introduction." The Social 
S M S 31 Arthur wing Pinero. Vol. I (New York, 19171. 5. 

^Wilbur Dwight Dunkel, Sir .Arthur Pinaro (Chioago, 19ijl) , 
PP* 13, Ik* 29* 96. 



theater and established in a single night the undeniable exis-

tence of a modem Snglish drama. 

Critics familiar with the achievement of the•Morwegian 

Ibsen had sought vainly for a comparable English achievement 

before 1893. A Boll Homo and other Ibsen plays, given in 

"private* productions, "had whetted curiosity about Ibsen 

among th© small number who felt that drama in Engl and was 

feebly timid in its treatment of serious themesobserving 

Pinero* s concern with problems in drama (particularly th® 

problem of th® "fallen woman" and the double standard)# they 

were now quick to elevate the English playwright to a level 

with the Norwegian in craftsmanship, profundity of theme, 

and fame. Clayton Hamilton, speaking of Ibsen*s influence 

upon Pinero, statess 

He absorbed from the example of the meditative giant of 
th® north an intention to discuss those personal prob-
lems which arise, in the lives of contemporary people, 
in reference to that drastic and inescapable machinery 
of organized society which is forever whirring in the 
background.! 

Some, however, were not so quick to link the two writers 

in an equal yoke of genius. A commentator writing twenty 

years after the success of fh® Second Mrs. Tanqueray per-

sisted in his earlier opinion that the play was Ban 

^Hamilton, I, 12. 

^Hamilton Fyfe, Sir Arthur Pinero1s Plays and Players 
(London, 1930), p. 11T. 14 12 

^Hamilton, I, 23. 



archaeological specimen of a forgotten Industry, which depended 

for its success not upon life but upon Ibsen."® 

Others saw Pinero, not so much directly influenced by 

Ibsen, but moving on his own in a similar direction* Hamilton 

Fyfe states x nIn stagecraft Pinero had long been ahead of his 

rivals. Now before any of them he sensed the change that was 

to come."9 Boas comments i "Pinero*s art had already been 

moving in both these directions, and the measure of the Ibsen-

ite influence on him, direct or indirect, may be gauged by 

the distance that separates fhe Profligate from fhe Second 

Mrs. Tanqueray."-*-0 In that distance between these two plays 

Pinero perfected to a greater extent his well-made play. 

Barrett H. Clark points out that "Pinero*s chief contribution 

to the theater of his time will be doubtless found to consist 

of a series of plays in which the stories are, as a whole, 

well thought out, interesting, ingenious, and economical in 

the technical sense of the term."11 Pinero1s concern with 

the well-made play does indicate the possibility of seme in-

fluence from Ibsen, for the productions of Ibsen in England 

were "the revelation of a sore severe and economic dramatic 

®MMusin&s Without Method," Blackwood's Magazine, CXCIV 
(April, 1913?, 283. — 6 

9pyfe, p. 116. 

^Frederick S. Boas, From Richardson to Pinero (London, 
1936), pp. 259-260. 

^Barrett H. Clark, The British and American Drama of 
fo-Day (Cincinnati, 1921), p,"*** 



t@etaiiq.ae and of a more unflinching, realistic attitude to all 

the facts of life,Bi2 

Sir Arthur's portrayal of women has, to a certain extent, 

been linked with Ibsen's. W, I>« Courtney states, "The women 

of Sir Arthur Pinero are vary carefully drawn# and in this 

respect, one© again, we can see the influence, consciously or 

unconsciously, exercised toy Ibsen."13 Martin BUehauge ob-

serves that from Ibsen Pinero "has borrowed the 'intellectual 

woman, ,wll{. However, Sllehauge sees an important difference 

in the treatment of women by the two playwrights, namely that 

"whereas Ibsen espoused her cause, Pinero represents her as a 

failure."15 Another important difference in the two authors 

is observed by a critic who states I 

Ibsen1s plays were written to support a thesisj but 
Pinero'a plays, for the most part have been written 
merely to reveal the natural evolutions of certain char-
acters so utterly created that even their own author 
lacked authority to interfere with the details of their 
destiny.lo 

It is difficult to appraise the exact degree of Ibsen's 

influence upon Pinero, In Pinero*s own day critics seemed 

too eager to link the two; today some would grant Pinero 

l^Boas, p. 259. 

L. Courtney, "Realistic Drama," Fortnightly Review, 
XCIX (June, 1913)» 111$. ~ 

— - J>PIL 
of the English Problem-Play," Engllsche Studien, LXVI (March, 
1932), 385. ' 

i^Hartin Ellehauge, "Initial States in the Development 
le Snglii 
»# 385. 

i5lbid. 

3-^Hamilton, I, 25. 

mailto:t@etaiiq.ae


little kinship with the Norwegian writer. Perhaps W. K. Tarpey 

speaks best in this matter! "It is dangerous to assign influ-

ences, to point to possible sources of inspiration and incen-

tive, to indicate cause and effect, when nothing more than 

coincidence may have been at work."3*7 

Despite the praise given Pinero by some, to many Pinero 

"seemed shockingly advanced in his' attitude, even daringly 

flippant with the standards of good t a s t e # M u c h of the 

criticism concerned Pinero's portrayal of women, for Pinero, 

like Ibsen, took advantage of the changing attitudes of the 

theater audience in order to present women on the stage as 

they had not been seen before. • 

Other factors in society had changed 30 that the stag© 

warranted a more realistic portrait of the modern woman. Th& 

women of the middle class, rising in power and wealth, had 

begun to break away from the restrictions of English society. 

AB society changed, so did its mirror, the stag- . "With a 

general abandonment of the Victorian standards of morality, 

the mystery of the eternal female suddenly became in the 

theatre an exciting reality opening up strange situations 

for plots and original characters for portrayal• 

Kingsley f&rpey, "English Dramatists of To-Day,w 

Critic, XXXVII (July, 1900), 120. 

•^Winifred Burns, "Certain ¥omen Characters of Pinero*3 
Serious Drama," Poet Lore, XLIV (Autumn, 191̂ .8), 195*196. 

19Ibid.. p. 195* 



In play after play Pinero established his ability to por-

tray this %ew woman•" In fact, as Winifred Barns states, 

Pinero . "seems more interested in depicting woaen than ®en.w20 

Sixteen of his plays have titles naming or alluding to womenJ 

this alone indicates that h© was greatly Interested in por-

traying them# noticeably absent from Finer©*§ serious work 

is the hero. WI» Sir Arthur's theatre the Interest is fo-

cused on what ultimately happens to the leading woman.*21 

Finer© has been praised as Ma master analyst of the 

ferainine heart,"22 and has been said to have a "wonderful 

knowledge of the feminine mind."23 It is interesting' to note 

that women critics often treated Sir Arthur in an unfriendly 

manner,Perhaps this attests to his accurate portrayal of 

wo®enf unflattering as it may be. 

Some have found fault with Pinero's portrayal not only 

of women but also of their problems and their manner of eon-

fronting these problems. deorge E. Wellwarth has indicated, 

wifo permanent emotion# no permanent moral problem la discussed 

in [The Seeond Mra. Tanqueray]I social mores have passed 

2°Ibid., p. 196. 

21lbid. 

Wadlei&h Chandler, Aspects of Modern Drama (Hew 
York, 1911$.), p. 139. ^ 

23cecil Ferard Armstrong, Shakespeare to Shaw (London, 
1913)# P. 2k3» 

H. Rideing, "Some Women of Pinero*s,w North American 
Review, CLXXXVII (July, 1908), Jjl. *" ' 
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Pinero by and £th© heroine ' s 3 sin is no long©** heinous enough 

to Justify her melodramatics.®^ In reaction to such an at-

titude, Dunkel states? Mfo call Pinero*® plays dated in this 

respect is merely to acknowledge the general abandonment of 

the Victorian standards of m o r a l i t y . i n agreement with 

Bunkelj, Winifred Bunas points out that Pinero1 & portrayal of 

women is Ma reallstie representation of the new woman in 

England at the close of the last century.*2? Such presentat-

ion of women was an important departure from the traditional 

concept* I»ater W. L. Courtney was to remark that "the woman 

has attained a prominence and importance far removed from the 

older dramatic conception of women either as a toy or as a 

goddess or an idol to be worshipped in a s h r i n e . " 2 8 Wellwarth 

indicates that much of the success of .She Second Mrs* Tan-

queray resulted from Pinero'a treatment of the woman. Well-

warth statesi 

The principal explanation for the play1® enormous im-
pact seems to be that Pinero1a treatment of the fallen 
woman theme was "realistic"j and that the actions of 
his characters approximated the manners of contempo-
rary English society more closely than was the case in 
other plays of the time.29 

following the success of The Second Mrs. Tanqueray. 

Pinero produced a number of other plays concerned with the 

fat© of a woman* evidently attempting to repeat his success. 

25w®llwarth, p. 53* 2&J>unkel, p. 110. 

27Burns, p. 195• 2®Courtney* p. 1114,8. 

29wellwarth, p. 51. 



Again and again he portrayed controversial women in situations 

over which, they had little control| these women are "bound by 

both the events of the present and the influences of the past. 

fh© "messagen of Pinero seems to be that destiny is 
nothing but mother name for character, and that the only 
tragedy in life is the tragedy of failing in the future 
by reason of the fact that we have failed already in the 
past. In 1893 this was a new theme in the theatre; and 
It is still the leading theme of the contemporary dr@sia.3G 

Pinero, according to Shaw, "conquered the public by the 

exquisite flattery of giving them plays that they really like, 

whilst persuading then that such appreciation was only pos*» 

sible from persons of great culture and intellectual acute-

n©ss.w31 But fame of the moment does not assure greatnessj 

^greatness, or permanence of reputation, comes only with the 

ability to stimulate the minds of one's d e s c e n d a n t s . " ^ 

problems of .Pinero * a character® are n© longer problems to 

this generation! the shocking events depicted in these dramas 

no longer shook, for *the society for which Pinero wrote is 

dead j and although social trends run in cycles, they do not 

repeat themselves."33 

Judging by the popularity of Pinero*a plays in his own 

time, one assumes that he did please his audience. Hamilton, 

however, states that Pinero*s primary objective was not to 

give immediate satisfaction to his audience but to elevate 

^Hamilton, I, I4.6. 

3*Oe©rg® Bernard Shaw, "Mr. Pinero*s lew Play." Saturday 
Review. LXXIX (March, 1895)* 3¥». 

3%ellwarth, p. 4?. 33ibld., p. 57. 
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dramatic art and ultimately to revitalise the English. theater. 

He observesi 

It would have been easy enough for Pinero, in 1893, to 
retain his reputation and to multiply M s fortune by the 
single expedient of continuing to give the public what 
the public seemed to want. Instead, he chose to give 
the public something greater—regardless of whether or 
not the public should realise at one, or indeed for many • 
years, that it really wanted a new drama because it 
really needed it, 34 

Although there is diversity of attitude in critical opin-

ion regarding Pinero, one can affirm that he distinguished him-

self in three areas J his masterful construction of the well-

made play, his innovations which gave new spirit to the English 

drama, and his portrayal of women. 

The female audience in Pinero*s own time saw in these 

women characters the epitome of their own struggle for free-

dom and liberty! critics applauded the new voice of the 

theater who spoke of the modern woman and who treated that 

subject realistically5 conventional members of the audience 

became shocked and indignant at the actions of these women, 

particularly such hereto unknown outrages as burning Bibles, 

A gallery of women from Pinero*s dramas presents an in-

teresting kaleidoscope of personalities as intriguing today 

as they were when they were first enacted upon the stag®, 

Uhe individual luster of these women has not diuaaed despite 

Pinero1s obscurity, fhe one-line references given him in 

literary histories do not mention them, Dunkel, who has an 

Hamilton, I, 21, 
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eight-»page chapter on the women characters, has observedi 

"Plnero's portrayal of women merits much more consideration 

than it has received, particularly as a realistic represen-

tation of the developing new woman in England#*35 Although 

both Archer and Hamilton produced a great deal of critical 

work concerning Sir Arthur, their treatment of his women has 

been largely incidental to other purposes. With the excep-

tion of articles by Winifred Bums and W. H. Rideing, little 

is available about Plnero's women, 

fhe purpose of this thesis is to survey his treatment 

and development of the leading women in four of his most 

highly regarded "socialtt plays. A wsocialw play, according 

to Hamilton, is "any drama which depicts a conflict between 

Individual character® and social environments. • . whether it 

casts its emphasis on the side of society or on the side ©f 

the individual. . • .w36 Since the plays themselves are the 

most trustworthy evidence, their texts in Hamilton's standard 

edition, will be analyzed carefully in order to arrive at 

answers to the following questions : What problems do these 

women confront and how do they attempt to solve them? What 

are the factors which determine their success or failure? 

Are their failures due to inherent flaws in character or out* 

side influences? To what extent do these women control their 

destiny? What common traits do these women possess and in 

35r>unkel, p. 109. 

^Hamilton, I , 6. 
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whut reepeeta do they differ? What is Pinero * a idta of 

women's role in society, and what is his idea of women in 

general? What can one learn of Pincro*e art froa a study 

of th«s® wmmnt 



CHAPfEB II 

PAULA TAIQUSRAT IN JRK SxCCOKD MRS. TANQUBRAY 

Pinero had established a reputation as a dramatic author 

before 1893* but the production of The Second Mrs, Tanqueray 

in that year brought & new wave of attention that was to last 

for years. With this one play his nan© beeara© firmly fixed 

in the history of dramatic literature. Critics intimated 

that th® play contained echoes of Ibsenj audiences were stint* 

ulated by the "problem" in the play, the coneequenoes of a 

marriage between a former courtesan and a gentleman. The 

play was an immediate triumph with both audience and criticj 

frequent revivals in this eentury attest its stageworthiness. 

The single feature of the production which generated the 

most attention and enthusiasm was the central character# Paula 

Tanqueray. Rideing states that th© continued success of The 

Second Mrs* fj?anqueray rested principally upon the fact that 

Finer© "found in Mrs. Patrick Campbell the one woman who 

could fit the part and be it,"^ Mrs, Campbell became an es-

tablished actress primarily because of this role; critics of 

that day almost unanimously proclaimed her portrayal of Paula 

as remarkable. But since other .actresses besides Mrs. Camp-

bell performed th® role successfully, one would conclude that 

^Kideing, p. 39. 

13 
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there were intrinsic theatrical values in the character of 

Paula which did not depend entirely upon a given performance 

by any one actress. 

In the play Aubrey Tanqueray, a middle-aged widower# re-

veals to friends that he intends to remarry. One of these 

friends, scandalized when he learns that the second Mrs. Tan* 

queray is to be Paula Ray, a well-known courtesan, advises 

against such a marriage. Paula, visiting Aubrey late at night, 

in a noble gesture offers him a letter detailing her amorou© 

experiences. Aubrey high-ia indedly refuses to read the letter 

and, despite his friend*0 advice, marries faula. 

Soon after the Marriage Paula become® bored with the 

quiet country life Aubrey offers her and suffers from ostra-

cism by Aubrey's friend®. Although she constantly attempts 

to win the affection of Ellean, Aubrey's convent*reared 

daughter, all her efforts are thwarted by the cold-hearted 

girl's attitude. 

Paula*a suspicions that others are against her seem con-

firmed when Aubrey sends Ellean to Paria with a friend. 

When Ellean returns from Paris with surprising news that she 

intends to marry Hugh Ardale, Paula realizes she must either 

tell Aubrey of her past affair with Ardale or allow EHenn 

to mate® a miistake. She chooses to tell the truth. 

When Ellean learns of her stepmother's action, she turns 

against Paula. Frustrated in her attempts to be respectable 

and feeling rejected by those about her, Faula commits suicide. 
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Sine© the initial performance of The Second Mrs* Tan-

qu.eray, the opening situation of the play has been admired 

for its exposition and its preparation for the entrance of 

Paula Tanqueray. Skillfully utilizing the tools of his craft, 

Pinero provides an early insight into the type of marriage 

proposed, the possible consequences of such a marriage, and 

the background of both Aubrey and Paula, Clayton Hamilton, 

points out that "the first act of The Second Mrs. Tanqueray 

has never been surpassed in its technical efficiency! it 

stands as a monument of exposition that must to© studied by 

all future playwrights.''^ 

The exposition in the opening situation develops in a 

aeries of contrasting and augmenting ideas. The suspense 

concerning the identity of Paula is paralleled by the reve-

lation of her past through a conversation between Druimle 

and Aubreyf th® disclosure of th© kind of woman ahe is in-

crease* the suspense. ®he innocent revelation of the story 

©f the marriage of Lady Orreyed, a former courtesan, to a 

gentleman foreshadows the marriage of Aubrey and Paula and 

the consequences of their union. The story of Connie Tirle-

raont, a suicide, foreshadows Paula's own death. Skepticism 

concerning the success of such a marriage is voiced by Brum-

mie, while its merits are maintained by Aubrey. 

^Hamilton, I, 39. 
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Aubrey1a theory that a woman such as Paula can through 

marriage be regenerated to a worthwhile life of respectabil* 

ity seems to contain a certain amount of naivete, for "Aubrey 

reasons without proper knowledge of Paula*s character or her 

ability to cop© with disappointments dependent upon the at-

titude of conventional society."3 The idea that marriage 

alone can re-establish character seeras foolish, yet Aubrey 

seems to believe thh.t some type of change will overcome Paula 

after their marriage. He tells Drumrole, "Ifll prove to you 

that it's possible to rear a life of happiness, of good re-

pute, on a miserable foundation.Giving Paula respectabil-

ity is not Aubrey»s only /active, however. Sine© his first 

wife, according to Drummle, was a frigid woman, Aubrey chooses 

Paula, the worldly woman, to give him the warmth and vitality 

that he found lacking in his first wife. 

Despite the admonitions of his friends against such a 

marriage and Drusmle's warning that he will be cast into n& 

social Dead Sea#
w^ Aubrey holds steadfastly to his ideas. 

His headstrong, almost careless disregard of the dictates of 

his social world seems indicative of an unrealistic view of 

life, Aubrey's judgment comes in question when Drummle 

3Burn3, p, 198, 

î»ir Arthur Wing Pinero, The Second Mrs, Tanqueray, in 
The Social Plays of Arthur Wing Pinero, ed," by Clayton Hamil• 
fon, I (tfew"7§fe,"Ttt7)7' 78, 

''ibid,, p. 62. 
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reflects upon the widower*s former marriage and remembers 

whow woefully Aubrey had miscalculated results.''^ wDeuce 

take it," Druramle comments, "the man*s second marriage 

mustn't be another m i s t a k e . I n answer to his warning, 

Aubrey comments that Brummie*s view is "the way of the world# 

Drumml®, more conscious of the demands and restrictions of 

society, replies, "My dear Aubrey, I live in th® world."9 

Perhaps marriage could serve advantageously to help 

Paula back to a respectable life, but Aubrey seems to be able 

to give her little more than his name. He stands ineffec-

tually aside as Paula grasps for help and sinks lower. In 

this respect, he seems weak, for "a man who deliberately 

marries a woman like Paula would not be so chilly and con* 

ventlonal as Aubrey and had he been but reasonable generous 

th© marriage might have been a success 

When Paula pleads with him to help her gain the love of 

Illean, he can only concern himself with keeping Paula away 

from her old friend, Mabel Orreyed. When Paula needs Ellean, 

Aubrey ©ends her away with Mrs. Cortelyon and callously ad-

mits that he considers her a bad Influence upon his daughter# 

Realizing the limitations of Aubrey*8 actions, Paula declares, 

"You have done all you can for me . . . . You have married 

*>Ibid., p. 17. 7lbid., p. 66. 

8Xbid., p. 77. 9lbld. 

lOgllehauge, p. 387. llpinero, p. 93. 
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Near the conclusion of the play Aubrey admits making an 

error, that of bringing Paula to live in the house which he 

occupied with hi® first wife. He suggests to Paula that they 

go somewhere else to live* He tells her: "We*11 make our 

calculations solely for the future* talk about the future* 

think about the future.*12 In other words, they will ignore 

the past, something Aubrey has done the entire time. But it 

is too late, for Paula knows that the past ©an not be ig-

nored. Reflecting upon what experience has taught her, Paula 

tells Aubrey, "I believe the future is only the past again, 

entered through another gat©."3-3 Paula realises that one 

can not eradicate the past, for it lives in the minds of 

those who have lived it; through experience, she knows that 

Aubrey and the others cannot forget or forgive her past 

either. 

The influence of Paula's past persists throughout the 

play. Her actions in the first act vividly contrast the two 

worlds of her life, the past which she seeks to abandon and 

the present respectable life which she wishes to attain. In 

the second and third acts Paula realizes that she has out-

grown her old life and that what she really wants is innocence, 

In the fourth act she realizes that no matter how hard she 

tries she can neither regain innocence nor live happily with-

out hurting others. 

12Ibid., p. 190. 13ibid. 
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When Paula comes to Aubrey's apartment in the first act, 

she commits an outrage to the Victorian social and moral code. 

However# such an unconventional action is in keeping with her 

character and is, therefore, vital and revealing. Because of 

her past life, auch a situation does not seem awkward to her. 

She executes her actions freely, caring little for what others 

may think. Perhaps she gets a certain amount of pleasure in 

defying conventional behavior. 

Aubrey, shocked that Paula should come at such a late 

hour, comments upon the attitude of his servants toward such 

conduct. Paula flippantly replies, "They're only machines 

made to wait upon people—and to give evidence in the Divorce 

Court•"*4 She cannot understand why Aubrey should trouble 

himself over such affairs. The gulf between their attitudes 

is established from Paula's early entrance. 

Paula seems almost preoccupied with class distinctions, 

conspicuously aware of her own queationable background. She 

suspects the actions of others almost to the point of having 

a persecution complex. She fears that one of her own. servants 

has always loathed her. In further violation of accepted 

standards and to Aubrey's consternation, she has lowered her* 

self to call the man a beast. 

In speaking of her past life when money meant so much, 

Paula telle Aubrey that she likes fruit when it is expensive. 

1%bid*, p. 81. 
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$© conscious of the attitude® of other® more established than 

she and yet wanting the acceptance of these people, ah,® re* 

lates to Aubrey her dream of a dinner party t WI seemed to 

know by the look on their faces that none of our guests had 

ever heard anything peculiar about the fascinating hostess. 

In situations with those people to whom she feels in* 

ferior, Paula reacts defensively, allowing the weakest and 

moat vulgar part of her nature to exhibit itself. When she 

is visited by Mrs. Gortelyon, neighbor and friend of the first 

Mrs. Tanqueray, she is like a eaged animal, nervously attack-

ing the woman. Fearful, suspicious, and yet desiring accep-

tance, Paula allows her sense of values to be thrown com* 

pletely out of balance,16 She insults Mrs. Cortelyon and 

accuse® her of attempting to take Ellesn away. "Baffled by 

her Inability to reach the moral standards of those about 

her and outraged by her failure to attain social recognition, 

she becomes savage in her despair*Paula bases her eval-

uation of Mrs. Oortelyon on age and appearance, criteria 

established during her days as a courtesan,^ 

fhe greatest challenge to Paula's marriage is Ellean, 

Aubrey*s convent-reared daughter of his first marriage. Paula 

constantly attempts to win the love of the young girl, yet 

®he is consistently rejected. Although Paula appeals to 

l^Ibld.j p. 83, l^Burns, pa 201, 

*7Ibid*, p. 200. iQlbid. 
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Aubrey for help in her relationship with Ellean, the father 

dots nothing. Indeed, he fears the influence of Paula upon 

his sheltered daughter# Paula* sensing his concern, questions 

him, w, , , you don*t consider me a decent companion for 

[Sllean] beeause you*re afraid she might get a little of her 

innocence nabbed off in my company?*19 Aubrey candidly con-

firms Paula1 s suspicions and reminds her that she, too, was 

one® innocent as Ellean is now. He tolls her that there are 

two Paulas, the innocent one and the one of today# the on© 

tainted by the cruel life she has led, 

Bilean is more than a friend to be won with affection. 

It seems that for Paula she is a symbol of that virginal, 

innocent past which the older woman has lost# "The twitted 

and exacerbated Paula is contrasted . , . with the young and 

virginal Ellean . • . ,"20 

Gaining Ellean*s love becomes almost an obsession for 

Paula,21 begs HLlean to love her, confessing, "I,m so 

horribly jealous [of you] it's a sort of curse on me,"22 

Because of her nature and her inability to cope with situa-

tions, Paula often despairs and takes on wa mocking attitude 

which steadily destroys any affection the girl might have 

^Pinero, I, 95. 

20wPinero as a Dramatist," The Nation. CVIII {January 11. 
1919)* 38, ' 

21Burns, p. 201. 

22pinero, I, 157* 
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for her."23 She sarcastic all y refers to her stepdaughter as 

"Saint EHean," pleading that "for all she knows I'm as much 

a saint as she—only married."2^ After Ell©an's return from 

Paris, Paula accuses the girl of falsenesst "We've taken you 

for a cold-blooded little saint. The fools you've made of 

us1"25 Paula talks incessantly of gaining lllean's love, but 

she does little to deserve it because she simply does not 

know how, for she and Bllean live in separate worlds# "Even 

if she had won the love of her step-daughter, Bllean, it is 

doubtful if she would have known what to do with it."26 

When Paula reveals to Aubrey her association with Hugh 

Ardale, she does so because she loves Illean and wishes to 

save her. She jeopardizes her own future, "but Paula wants 

lllean's love more than even the life of respectability which 

she has sought in marrying Tanqueray.M27 Although her ac-

tion® are noble ones, it seems strange "that a woman with a 

past should stake her happiness, not upon her husband*® 

love, but upon the love of a marble-hearted step-daughter, 

who repels her advances with a brutal indignation."^ When 

Ellean learns that the stepmother has influenced her father's 

23Bums, p. 202. 2i4.pinero> i, 99, 

2gIbid., X, 156. 26Courtney, p. 1151. 

^Dunkel, p. 112. 

"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray," Blackwood's Magazine, 
CXCIV (Aui5s17TO3T7"28lT^ 
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attitude toward Ardale, she turns upon the woman, unflinch-

ingly admitting, "I1ve always known what you wereI*29 

The love she most desired, that of Illean, falling from 

her, Paula loses hop© of freeing herself from her past. She 

tells Aubrey, "I'm tainted through and through! anybody can 

see it, anybody can find It out.*30 knows that even 

Aubrey will never forget completely. She speaks t© him of 

the futures 

. . • at night or in the glare of the morning—that 
horrible, irresistible truth that physical repulsion 
forces on men and women will come to you, and you111 
sicken of me. You*11 see me then, at last, with other 
peopled eyesj you'll see me just as your daughter 
does now, as all wholesome folks see women like me.31 

Chandler point® out that Paula "misses the moral view, 

the conception of growing old nobly, of rising through a 

conquest of character to higher levels with the passage of 

the years•"32 But Paula is tired of tryingj she realizes 

that one can not be noble when one is constantly reminded 

of an ignoble past. 

Although Paula does not gain that life of respectability 

she desires, there are definite indications that she has 

©hanged somewhat. 

^Plnero, 1, 185. 

3°Ibid.. I, 187. 

31Ibid.. I, 191. 

Chandler, p. ii|4. 
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The soul of Paula Tanqueray is one whose natural nobil-
ity of character is too great to be entirely debased, 
even by a life of harlotry; for Paula, removed from her 
environment of sin, her lungs breathing in an atmosphere 
of purity* quickly has r®-awakened her instincts for 
honesty and truth.33 

In a number of ways Paula Indicates that she genuinely 

desires a change. Seeking a refuge In the companionship of 

her former friend. Lady Qrreyed, Paula finds only distaste 

for the behavior of the woman and her husband. She admits 

to Aubrey that she has outgrown those people# Beveallng to 

Druismle that she has intercepted Illean*® letters to Aubrey, 

Paula admits, WI»» a bad lot, but not in mean tricks of this 

sort. In all ray life this is the most caddish thing Ifve 

done,M3l4- la former life Paula would have given little 

thought to such aotlonsj however, her life is different now. 

It Involves people she loves, and it includes situations 

which evoke conscience. In giving Aubrey a letter detailing 

her experiences before she met him, Paula shows a definite 

desire to be honest and to begin anew. Certainly she does 

not deserve Cecil Armstrong1s attack that "she makes no real 

effort to get out of the mud, but merely lies there and 

squeals and endeavors to drag other people down with her."35 

Some critics have been relentless in their attaek on 

Paula*s characterj she has been called "vain, restless, 

33i,ewis C. Strang, Famous Actresses of the Day (Boston, 
1899), p. 218. 

3%pinero, I, 137* 35Armstrong, p. 229. 
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petulant, unstable, arrogant, and jealous."36 she has been 

accused of being a "stunted, warped, damaged thing [who can] 

never be anything else.M3? These critic® would undoubtedly 

agree with Winifred Burns that "the real failure of [Paula's 3 

marriage lies In the character of the woman herself rather 

than in the social forces concerned,w3® 

The attitude that f aula's' tragedy rests solely upon flaws 

in her own character becomes untenable when on© considers 

the social forces which Pinero injects into this drama. 

Aubrey himself curses the men of the upper class for ruining 

not only his marriage but also Paula*3 life. He attack® 

society, particularly that double standard which allows men 

to remain unscarred from lives of promiscuity while women 

must suffer horribly. In particular, Aubrey curses Ardale* 

who 

has only led wa man's life"—just as I, how many of us 
have done! The misery he has brought on me and mine 
it's likely enough we, in our time, have helped to bring 
on others by this leading Ma man's lifeJw But I do 
curse him for all that.3™ 

Because character is so largely determined by social 

forces, it is difficult to designate one or the other as the 

primary cause of Paula's tragedy. That society of which she 

formerly was a part determined, influenced, and molded her 

3%ideing, p. lj.0. 

37A. S. Morgan, Tendencies of Modern English Drama (Hew 
York, 192k), p. 37. 

3%urns, p. 199. 39pinero, I, 193. 
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character! "respectable" society attempts to remold character# 

or at least demands that she adjust to it or erect a facade 

of conformity to its standard®. Paula is not able to do 

either. 

She has rejected her old life and its values, retaining 

a few of its scars! she tells Aubrey, "You needn*t be afraid 

I'd go back to—what I was. 1 couldnH."^® She has failed 

partly because she has lost her reputation and partly be-

cause# though she has good intentions, she cannot reform 

her character. In relationships with other® she constantly 

reveals characteristics which are Inadmissible to "respect-

able*1 society. Speaking of her dilemma, Hamilton states I 

The reason why Paula Tanqueray is unable to escape 
from# or obliterate her past is merely that her past 
is still, and evermore, a part of her. It is a basic 
principle of character that Vhafc w® are at any given 
moment is merely the sum-total of all that we have 
b@en.4l 

Hamilton and others who have attributed Paula*s failure 

solely to her past have failed to take into account other 

factors, notably Aubrey's treatment of Paula, Paula1s in-

ability to win the love of Ellean, and the coincidental 

return of Hugh Ardale. All of these elements affect the 

inevitable tragedy of Paula. 

^Ibid., U 189. 

Hamilton, I, 1+6. 



CHAPTER III 

MUSS .SBBSMITK II HOTOBXOUa MRS, SBgSMXTl 

Hairing achieved notable success with The Sneond. Mra» 

i Pinero next turned his attention to a w m m with 

« considerably different problem# Unlike Paula, who attempt* 

•d to regulate her life according to the dictates of respcc-

table society, Agnes Ebosaith in The notorious Mrs, Ebbeaith 

Is "intelligent, even clever, and unafraid of being ostra-

oiaed by society beeauae of a rather superior intellectual 

confidence in herself•nl mmmm Paula constantly suffer® 

because of nor p&at life and reputation, Agnes* "reputation 

is not at stake for the siajple reason that she cares nothing 

for it.*^ 

According to Hamilton, Pinero considered The Notorious 

BEE* f̂ebsiaith his favorite play and Agnes his favorite fe-

male ch&raoter* Bearing thi in aind, one can imagine sir 

Arthur rather disturbed by the comments of some of his critics* 

Although Archer contended that this play was wa far raaturer 

piece of work"^ than fhe aeeoad Mrs, T<taqu»i»«yg he concurred 

with George Bernard Shaw in stating th&t Pinero did not fully 

^Burns, p* 808. 2lbid., F # 212. 

3wU1Uk Archer, The Old Drsaaa and the Hew (Boston, 1923), 
p» 313* 

2? 
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understand the career and the type of woman he attempted to 

portray.^" Another critic, who called Pinero "a master ana-

lyst of the feminine heart,conceded "that Mrs, Ebbsmith 

was leagues and leagues distant from the modern rebellious 

6 

woman Sir Arthur took her for.H Although Hamilton found 

Agnes Ebbsmith "the most interesting"? of Pinero's women, 

Hideing saw her as "the least convincing of Pinerofs charac-

ters end the play [as J the least satisfying of his mature 

works.,,u Certainly critical opinion varied greatly concern-

ing Agnes JSbbamith. 

Perhaps the most caustic of all the remarks came from 

George Bernard Shaw, who stated* "Many passages in the play, 

of course, have all the qualities which have gained Mr. Pinero 

his position as a dramatist? but I shall not dwell on them, 

as, to tell the truth, I disliked the play so much that nothing 

would induce me to say anything good of it. 

Archer saw that with this play "Pinero lowered the bar-

riers for open and frank discussion of vital social problems. 

^Ibid. | Shaw, p. 3I4.6, 

5r 

99. 

Chandler, p. 1391. 

^"After the Play,* Mew Republic, XIII (November, 1917), 

?"Pinero as a Dramatist," p. 199. 

8Rideing, p. 39. 

^Shaw, p. 3V?* 

^Burns, p. 128. 
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In this respect, Pinero made an essential contribution to his 

art and achieved more than popularity of the Moment. 

Others saw The notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith as "the sole work 

in which Pinero • • • obviously set himself into competition 

with Ibsen as a student of the intricate phenomena of feminine 

psychology, as those phenomena are complicated by the exi-

gencies of our modern social system."11 Certainly it is evi-

dent that Agnes, the intellectual woman, has been borrowed 

from I b s e n . T h e difference lies in the treatment of that 

characterj Pinero represents her as a failure. 

Agnes Ebbsmith, a free-thinking widow, "has become a con-

vert to the ideas of socialism and free love.Ml3 With I»ueas 

Oleeve, a young man separated from his wife, she has formed ' 

a union, hoping that the two of them will be able to make 

tours and'.give lectures. Having met unhappineas In their 

marriages, they have planned to live together, bound only by 

mutual respect, freed from the passions and limitations that 

Agnes feels the married life produces, as she tells her 

friend Gertrude. 

But Lucas begins to weaken in regard to their idealistic 

union and admits that he loves Agnes. Although he appeals to 

her to marry him, Agnes holds firm to her ideas, reminding 

Lucas that theirs roust be a union of the highest order, above 

the common passions of ordinary men and women. Fearing that 

1 1 "Pinero as a Dramatist,n p. 200 

12E!lehauge, p. 385. 13Ibid. 
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all# will 2,09# Lucas to his wi f® t AgMa condescend* t o try to 

told him in the weak woraanish way of using feminine charm# 

Thus she retreats somewhat from her former pooition. She re-

veals to Lucas that she loves hlra end consents to narriage, 

immuring all the tine that she sees in marriage a return to 

the unhappy union with her first husband* Agnes* hopes 

dwindle morn# when Lucas tells her that he will write and pro* 

mote his ideas, whereas she will be a wife in the convention-

al sense. 

In utter despair over the situation, Agnes leaves Lucas 

a note telling hla that everything has ended between them* 

Sybil, Lucas1 wile, visits Agnes, attempting to use Agnes to 

get him to return to a political career* Although Agnes 

agrees to the plan, Sybil changes her mind and rejects Agnes* 

When Lucas appeals to her to become his mistress, 

Agnes refuses, for she tells him she has now found a host® 

with Oerfcrude and her brother, Amos* 

Ag»#»* unlike the wosmn of Pinero's other social 

is not an attractive woman* According to Pinero** own direc-

tions, "Her dress is plain to the verge of coarsenesst her 

face, which has little colour, i s at the first glance almost 

wholly unattractive*"*^ She refuses to assume the feminine 

role and to do anything to herself which will enhance her 

figure* The foppish Duke notes that "she doesn't appear to 

^^inero* rhe Notorious Mrs* JBbbsmith* in Social Plays* 
•4* by H8* — *— 1 * 
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spend rauch time in dressing her hair.rt^£ After Lucas has a 

gown made for her, he questions her refusal to wear it# won* 

during why she wishes to remain "a plain-looking woman when 

nature intended Cher J for a pretty one»!l2.& Agnes replies, 

WI don't think of this sort of garment in connection with 

our companionship . . . , [The§© trimmings] belong, in my 

mind, to such a very different order of things from that we 

have set up.w^7 

By de-eraphasiaing any natural beauty she has and by ra-

fusing to take on any artificial means of adornment» Agnes 

attempts to rid herself of thos© qualities which she associ-

ates with feminine frailty? love and passion. By attempting 

to bring about a more asexual self, she hopoa to attain raore 

freedom and to achieve an equality with men. Ker chief 

attractiveness lies in the strength with which she resists 

being categorized as an ordinary woman. The Duke admires 

this strength as he finds Agnes a ready equal to 'his wit and 

e l o q u e n c e i f to assure hiiu of her ©quality with him 

and of her difference from other women, Agnes reminds him, 

Mtou are not dealing just now with some poor, feeble ballet-

girl.*3^ 

Although Gertrude admirea the "beautiful stillness with 

which Agnes seems to glide through life,"20 Agnes does not 

lgIbld.» I, 278. l6Ibid., I, 250. 17Ibid., I, 251. 

l8Ibid.. I, 28?. 19Ibld.. X, 267. 20Ibid., I, 211*. 
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find the path so easy. Constantly she must battle for- equal 

status to that afforded men* Lucas remind® her* "There's 

something of the man in your nature, Agnes."21 She sternly 

replies, MI *ve anathematized my womanhood often enough."22 

Resisting her own ©motions as a woman* Agnes cries out, "Ohl 

Ohl Ohl I believe, to be a woman is to be mad."23 Lucas, 

realizing that Agnes wishes to deny her own nature, returns, 

"No, to be a woman trying not to be a woman—that is to be 

aad.®2l}. By smoking, Agnes illustrates her defiance of the 

conventional attitude set for women of her day. When warned 

of the dangers of too many cigarettes, Agnes alludes to her 

own physical strength and the fact that life has always been 

difficult for her. She says, "They (cigarettes] never harm 

TO. It's a survival of the time in ay life when the cupboard 

was always empty. Only it had to be stronger tobaccos in 

those days, I can tell you."25 

Agnes' attitudes toward life have been formed primarily 

by two factorsi her parents' tempestuous marriage and her 

own unhappy one. She re-creates that early home life for 

Gertrudei 

My home was a wretched on© « . . . This was my first 
intimate experience of that horrible curse that falls 
upon so many . . .the curse of the unhappy marriage. 
Though really I'd looked on at little else all my 
life. Most of our married friends were cursed in a 

2^Ibid., I, 237. 22ibid. 23£bid., P- 300. 

25lbid., p. 291. 
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like way| and I remember taking an oath when I was a 
mere child, that nothing should ever push me over Into 
the ehoked«up* seething pit.2o 

Agnes did not adhere to that oath, however, for when she 

was nineteen, she began a marriage which lasted eight years. 

In speaking to Gertrude of that husband^ Agnes commented, 

"For about twelve months he treated we like a woman in a 

harem, for-the rest of the time like a beast of burden."^7 

From the environment of her first twenty»seven years, 

Agnes ©merged scarred and determined. Life had taught her 

that to be a woman was the height of vulnerability and frailty 

and that marriage was an abyss which should b® avoided with 

the utmost ©are. Following the path of her father, a fre@» 

thinking radical, Agnes began a campaign to de-feminize her-

self and to lecture women, warning them of the dangers of 

falling into the tt0hoked»up, seething pit" of marriage. 

Hecklers and opponents of her philosophy called her, "Mad 

Agnes,*28 but she continued in her struggle. 

After Agnea aur@es Lucas back to health, he reliea upon 

her In another way, for he is weak in character! and in this 

dominant woman he finds strength for himself. Also having 

txperienced an unfortunate marriage, Lucas agree® to join 

Agfl.es in lecturing and writing, together they will be an 

©xaaiple. As Agnes points out, they can say to the worlds 

26Ibid., pp. 229-230. 27Ibid., p. 230. 

28Ibid., p. 270. 
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"Look at us I Man and wife, but something better than, man 

arid wife I Friends, but something better than friends] "29 Not 

only will they illustrate in the conduct of their own lives 

the principles which they acclaim; they will constantly warn 

others against marriage and its destructive elements• As 

Agnes points out to Gertrude: 

Why should men and women be so eager to grant to each 
other th© power of wasting life? That is what marriage 
gives—the right to destroy years and years of life. 
And th© right one# given, it attracts, attracts I We 
have both suffered from it, 'Ho lme»y''1riciiITIy©,arsl of my 
life have been squandered by it. And out of his life, 
so much force, energy—spent in battling with th© shrew# 
th© termagant he has now fled from; strength never to 
be replenished, never to be repaid—all wasted, wastedi30 

But Agnes makes two mistakes i she misjudges Lucas and 

attempts to construct a Utopian marriage founded upon her 

own too idealistic view of herself. Lucas becomes a paradox 

within himselfi he is the most advantageous for Agnes1 

schemes because he Is drawn to her in his need for a strong, 

dominant woman upon whom he can rely; at the same time he is 

the most unlikely partner, for his weakness as a man causes 

him to succumb to passion, for Agnes that vice-like quality 

in human nature which must be avoided at all costs. 

In the first half of the play before she admits her 

love for Lucas, Agnes ignores his weaknesses. Later even 

after she has discovered them, she refuses to acknowledge 

them fully because of her love for him. 

^Ibid., I, 2k3* 

3°lbid#» I, 23k* 
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One may conclude that Lucas Is drawn to Agnes because of 

his own needs and weaknesses rather than because of a sus-

taining, altruistic desire to aid humanity. In one of his 

last speeches Lucas appeals to Agnes to remain with him and 

give him strength. He tells hers 

I know now how much I depend upon you . . . . Agnes, 
this is the great eause of the unhappines® 'I1 ire'ex-
perienced of late years—I am not fit for the fight 
and press of life, I wear no armour; 1 am too hor-
ribly sensitive. My skin bleeds at a touch; even 
flattery wounds »e , ,, , But you can be strong—at 
your weakest, there is a certain strength in you. 
With you, in time, I feel 3̂  shall grow stronger. Only 
I must withdraw from the struggle for a while} you 
must take rae out of it and let me rest—recover 
breath, as it were,33-

¥h.en Lucas speaks at some length to the Duke concerning 

^unsympathetic wives • . . whose victims show the sorriest 

scars . * , ,"l^one must conclude that what Lucas really 

wants is a strong mother figure who will allow him to in-

dulge in his fancies, then reprimand him for his waywardness. 

To some extent Lucas and Agnes fulfill these roles, as when 

he naively remembers, "1 was [once] fool enough to imagine 

I had no weak points,w33 Agnes replies, "It was weak enough 

to believe that."3̂ 4- Later Lucas, in complete adoration of 

his Madonna-like Agnes, attempts to redeem himself by telling 

her, "What a wretch I am ever to find the smallest fault in 

youi"35 

31ibid., I, 359-360, 32lbld.. I, 277-278. 

331bid,, I, 2U1. 3toid. 35ijbid., i, 253. 
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Winifred Burns states that Pinero stems to say that in 

such an arrangement as Agnes envisioned "one person always 

fails to live up to the high ideals of the other."36 It is 

Lucas who first begins to falter as he allows passion to 

enter into his relationship with Agnes. This sensual quality 

Agn«s detests most of all, for it Is passion which opens the 

gates whereby men and women lose themselves end become or-

dinary, Numerous times Agnes speaks to Lucas of a union 

"devoid of passion, If passion, had no share in it."37 At 

other times she cries, "If only it could, be free from 

pasaionl*3& On© wonders if it is not the fear of her own 

nature which causes Agnes to protest so passionately and 

vehemently. Perhaps it is this fear which Agnes hint® at 

when she tells Gertrude that she and Lucas talk ttas children 

do when the lights are put out—of everything but what's 

uppermost in their mind.*39 Although Agnes does not elaborate, 

one may assume that she and Lucas do not speak of that dark 

part of their nature which is unknown and fearful, as chil-

dren do not voice their terror of the night. 

Despite h#r hopes and unrealistic attitude toward her 

relationship with Lueas, Agnes realizes #arly in her associa-

tion with him that he lacks all the stamina needed for such 

a venture. Reflecting upon those first weeks after they met, 

she recalls! 

3%uras, p. 208. 37pinero, I, 243• 

3%bld«, I, 21&. 39ibid., I, 258. 
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Long ago, in Florence, 1 began to suspect that we had 
made a mistake, Lucas* Even there I began to suspeot 
that your nature was not one to allow you to go through 
life sternly, severely, looking upon me more and more 
each day as a fellow-worker, and less and less as a 
wo mm* I suspeefced this—oh, proved ltl—but still 
made myself believe that this companionship of ours 
would gradually become in a sense, colder, more tern-
perate, more impassive*^® 

In an attempt to hold Lucas against the pressures of 

his wife and family who want to lure him back to a conven-

tional life, Agnes puts on the gown he has sent her* As 

Winifred Burns states s 

It becomes evident to Agnes that either she must give 
up her idealistic notions concerning the relationship 
between men and women, or she must become what she 
considers an ordinary woman even to the point of re* 
lying on sexual ©harm to hold Lucas Cleeve. In the 
attempt to solve her problem, she is to witness not 
only disillusionment in her ideal, but also in her-
self 

By putting on the gown, Agnes casts aside her stoic nature, 

places herself in a feminine role, admits the passion of 

Lucas, and initiates the downfall of her own ideals. 

Agnes admits to Gertrude that she always had the fear 

that she would find herself "loving Lueas in the helpless, 

common way of women• nk2. when Gertrude asks if she has aban-

doned her ideals for that love, Agnes can only reply, "My 

sex found rae out."^3 Agnes even sueeumbs to fainting and 

crying, rather common practices of women. These actions 

^°Ibid., I, 286, Burns, p. 210. 

^2Pinero, I, 260. Ulbid., I, 316. 
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are interpreted by Agnes aa indicative of the great change 

doming OWP her* 

After Agnes agmm to marry Lucas, he reveal® his true 

feelings concerning their relationship and shatters her hopes 

even more. They are, as feu® seys, 

free from the burden of that crazy plan of ours of 
trumpeting our relations to the world. Forgive me— 
eraay is the only word for it* %,ank he awn, we've 
at last admitted to each other that we*re ordinary 
man and womanI . . # and you, dear«-llvlng a pleasure-
less life, letting your thoughts dwell constantly on 
old trouble; that la how cranks are made. 

Hairing succumbed to her emotions and feminine nature# 

Agnes finds herself engulfed by all the passions common to 

a woman in love# Admitting her love for Lucas, Agnes cries 

that there is only "one hour in a woman's life, that hour 

when she is inundated by love, and that she will "fight for 

every moment that prolongs it. "*4-6 fhe intellectual, far-

lighted Agnes abandons her rational ideas, living only for 

that "one hour* and declaring that "nothing matters now, Hk7 

except that love. She grows extremely possessive, cryingt 
nS@ iLwm3 would have died but for me, I gave him life. 

He is ray child, my husband, my lover, ay bread, my daylight— 

all—every thing. Mine. Mine, 

Beginning to foresee the unfortunate consequences of 

her affair, she admits to the Duke that Lucas' love may not 

^Ibld., I. 296. ^Ibid., I, 317. ^6Ibid.. I, 316. 
ft7Ibid. ^8Ibid. 
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last# Siren more than this, she fears a repetition of her 

former unhappy marriage# Lucas speaks idyllically and roman-

tically of the life he sees for them* "Now, don't these mere 

sounds, in such surroundings, give you a sensation of hatred 

for revolt and turmoilt Don't they conjure up alluringly 

pictures of peace and pleasure, of golden days and star-lit 

nights—pictures of beauty and love?tt^9 Agues answers, "My 

marriage—the early days of ray marriage—all over again 

Aa Lucas continues to speak, Agnes whispers to herself, HMy 

old life—my old life coming all over again iB*^ Having this 

view of events, Agnes would certainly agree with Paula Tan-

queray that wthe future is only the past again, entered 

through another gate * 

Agnes acknowledges her femininity, gives way to passion, 

agrees to marry Lucas, and relinquishes her ideas of lectur-

ing and speaking. But she allow® her greatest degradation 

when she agree® to Lucas* alternate proposal that she become 

hi® mistress and he be allowed to resume a hypocritical 

marriage with his wife. Lucas assures her, "It would be to 

you 1 should fly for sympathy, encouragement, rest."53 

Clutching to this last remnant of hope, Agnes tells Gertrude, 

"The reconciliation goes no further than mere outward appear-

ances. He relies on me as much as ever. He can't spare me— 

Itflbid., I, 297-298. 5°Ibid., 1, 296. ^Ibid., 1, 302. 

S2Ibid., I, 190. £3Xbid,, I, 325. 
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can11 spare me,"5^ Pei-haps for* Agnes "her affair seems less 

sordid than, the hypocritical marriage. 

Gertrude, astonished arid disgusted that Agnoo should 

so degrade horself, pleads, "Pull yourself oat of the nud 1 

Get up—out of tad mud ln^° Admitting to her helplessness, 

Agnes answers, "I havo no will to—no desire to. 

Agnea indicates that the Bible and religious ideas were 

the cause of a certain kind of madness in her for a while: 

I'd trusted in it, clung to it, and it failed me. 'lever 
once did it stop my ears to the sound of a curse; when 
I was beaten it didn't make the blows a whit the lighterJ 
it never healed my bruised flesh, my bruised spirit t 
Yes, that drove me distracted for a whilej but I'm sane 
now—now it is you that are mad, mad to believe I You 
foolislT~people, not to know that Hell or Heaven is here 
and here l# 

Having given up her liberal ideas in her love for Lucas, 

Agnes, in despair over her situation, rebels against those 

religious ideas of her mother by throwing the Bible which 

Gertrude1s brother Amos has given her into the fire. In a 

moment she grabs the book from the fire and kneels, clutch-

ing it, foreshadowing the religious life which she may later 

assume, 

Hamilton once questioned Pinero concerning the back-

ground of Agnes, knowing that the dramatist created entire 

lives of his characters in his own mind. He was told J 

The sour-minded mother of Agnes Ebbamith—who had been 
bom and brought up more than half a century ago—had 

% M i * * 329. ^Dunkel, p. 113# ^6Pinero, I, 329. 

% M d . , I, 330. 58Ibid., I, 33^-335. 



revered the Bible as a symbol of sanctity and had im-
planted this belief in th© impressionable mind of Agnes 
when the little girl was vary young. This teaching 
had been subsequently overturned by the influence of 
the freer and more advanced opinions which Agn s had 
acquired from her father in the years of adolescence. 
Yet*—according to Pinero--tho emotions are stronger 
than the intellect, and when Agnes was confronted by 
th© clima> of her destiny, she reverted suddenly to 
type and—discarding th© intellectual opinions of her 
father~-she re-assumed unthinkingly the full force of 
those traditional emotions imposed upon her by her 

mother.59 

By grabbing the Bible out of the fire, she illustrates her al» 

most instinctual reverence for and return to those earlier 

religious ideas of her mother. 

The Bible-burning episode was so sensational at th© time 

of its first production that audiences and critics were likely 

to overlook its dramatic appropriateness and see instead a 

shocking item entirely out of context. The scene gave critics 

a forceful basis to substantiate their idea that Pinero often 

relied upon the sensational and at tempter; to do something 

daring 3imply for its shock v a l u e , G e o r g e Bernard Shaw de* 

nounced the episode as "a piece of claptrap so gross that it 

absolves me from all obligation to treat Mr. Pinero'a art as 

anything higher than the barest act of theatrical sensation.rt^ 

When Agnes agrees to aid Sybil in getting Lucas to leave 

Italy and return to England, she degrades herself further. 

Certainly, becoming a mere decoy to lure a man back to another 

^Hamilton, I, 201. 60Shaw, p. 3i+7, 

6lIbid. 
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w@»a» is the lowest depth to which a woman can fall* Formerly 

Agnes* strength lay "In hep defiance of what to her are the 

fake standards of society."62 At this point she not only 

agx»••• to sanction a hypocritical union, tout she is willing 

to support it actively. This "slow and pitiful surrender, 

on# fey on#, of all her theoretical ideas, for the sake ©f 

holding fast the simple conquest of her womanhood, is'a sub* 

Jeet that has never been surpassed, in importance or in 

poignancy, within the entire range of the contemporary drama. 

Iven Lucas* wife realizes the depths to which Agnes has 

fallen, for she reverses her stand, declines to use Agnes, 

saying, wItfs too degrading! I will not have such an &et upon 

my conscience . . . • I hope you will keep with your friends,"^ 

Amos, however, is still fearful for Agnes, declaring, "Her 

affection for this man may still induce her to sacrifice her-

self utterly for himj she is still in danger of falling to 

the lowest depth a woman can attain* 

When Lucas himself appeals to Agnes to run away with 

him, she seems tired and exhausted by all of it# Her hopes 

have dwindled, and she has been enlightened about Luc as* true 

nature as well as her own, Agnes brings a final indictment 

upon both of themi 

^2Burns, p* 212, 

^Hamilton, I, 200. 

^Xbid., I, 35©• 

65I£!§«» X* 3^8. 
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Untrue to myself, as you are untrue to yourself? false 
to others* as you are false to others J passionate, un-
stable, like yourselfj like yourself, a coward. A 
coward * . . . You and II What a partnership it has 
beeni How base and gross and wicked almost from the 
very beginning! Me know each other now thoroughly— 
how base and wicked it would remain! No, go your way, 
Lucas, and let a© go mine.06 

Fortified with her own strength, Agnes goes with Amos 

and Gertrude, presumably to attempt to rebuild her life on a 

religious foundation, Agnes tells Lucas, "When I have learned 

to pray again, I will remember you every day of ray life."67 

In the bitterest retort in the play, Lucas replies, "Prayj 

Xout»68 

Although Agnes gees her expectations fall in the course 

of the play, she doe# come to a fuller understanding of Luca&, 

herself, her ideas, and the world. Chandler maintain® that 

she has learned "the futility of defying a social institution" 

and "the weakness of human nature that renders such institutions 

essential.There Is hope at the conclusion of the play 

that Agnes may "yet recover and find a decent way of life."7° 

The strength with which she upheld her Utopian ideas may re-

turn to sustain her and help her realistically to set her 

faith in the world upright again, such hop© as this is lack-

ing in fhe Second Mrs. Tanqueraj, Iris, and Mid-Channel. One 

cannot overlook the fact, however, that Agnes, despite her 

66Ibid., I, 360-361. 6?ibid.. I, 361. 

68Ibid. 69Chandler, p. 11*3. 

7°Burns, p. 212. 
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strength and ideals, has fallen twice already; the hope is 

there» but it is not absolute. 

Conspicuously absent from this play is a happy marriage# 

Not only have Agnes and Lucas met unhappiness in marital un-

ions, but Agnes indicates that her parents lived in a torrent 

of violence and misunderstanding. Speaking to Gertrude of 

Lucas, Agnes says, "In many respects his marriage story is 

my own reversed-—the man in place of the woman. I endured 

jay hell, though; he broke the gates of hls,w71 jn speaking 

of her own aarriage, Gertrude reveals that "It didn't last 

long, but it was dreadful, almost intolerable.Bephsibsh, 

the maid, in reference to marriage, says of husbands, "They1?© 

true enough when they're ailin*—but a lass can't keep her 

Joe always sick.H73 If the problem of this play is the con-

sequences of the liaison of the sexes in a liberated union, 

then one cannot but see that Pinero illustrates the failure 

of auch a relationship. However, since not a single happy 

relationship of any sort is shown, one must conclude that 

there are none. The play in this respect becomes highly pes-

simistic and opens Finer© to the criticism that he projects 

situations and carefully avoids a solution. In the plays of 

Pinero the present is so often the unhappy past recurring that 

the only hope seems to lie in avoiding that recurrence. Yet 

again and again Pinero illustrates the futility of doing so, 

71Pinero, I, 232. 72Ibid.» I, 330. 73Ibid., I, 336. 
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At the first of the play Agnes' Ideal® glv® her an un-

realistic view of life. Foreod to rolinquiiih har false image 

of herself and to admit her love for Lucas, ah® becomes & 

woman of the weakest sort* allowing herself to to® degraded, 

lor primary fault la that she is not abl© to balance sue- " 

eossfttlly reason and emotion in her life. These two concepts 

rofloot the two chief influences of her background) her 

moth©r,s religious life and h®r father1® intellectual ideas 

and radioal behavior. More than any of th®' othor three 

h#roln®»t Agnes oomos to a realization about horatlf near 

tha conclusion of th© play. This solf-roalisatlou indicates 

tho poaaible hop® that Agnos will be abl# to establish a 

balance to her life, whether on a religious foundation or 

not. 



CHAPTER IV 

IRIS BELLAMY IN IRIS 

In The Second Mrs, Tangueray Pinero portrayed a former 

woman of the world# a woman with, a past who Tights to achieve 

a life of respectability# In Iris Pinero turned his atten-

tion to a character in reverse circumstances! Iris is a, ' . 

pleasure-loving young; woman of the respectable upper class 

who destroys herself because she is foolish* weak* and ir* 

responsible* 

Iris Bellamy, fascinating, young, and charming, Is ob-

sessed with two ideas i *th© fear of losing her money, and 

the desire to marry again# M3- Because of a clause In her 

late husband*s will, Iris would forfeit all her wealth 

should she remarry# Despite the fact that she loves Lawrence 

Trenwith, a penniless young man, she will not marry hira, 

since by her very nature she cannot give up her life of 

luxury to follow hira to Canada to live as a poor man's wife# 

Although constantly pursued by Frederick Haldonado, Iris 

will not marry the wealthy Jew either. Disregarding the 

dictates of respectable society, Iris and Lawrence vacation 

together at fashionable Italian resorts. When news arrives 

that Iris has lost all of her wealth through an unscrupulous 

^Eideing, p. 20k. 

kb 



solicitor's mismanagement, Lawrence decides to go on to Can-

ada# where he will be joined later by Iris after she has 

adjusted to her new life of poverty, 

fhe scheming Maldonado conveniently leaves Iris a check-

book which she may use to withdraw funds from a special account# 

Although she vows not to us© the money, Iris impulsively writes 

a ©heck for a friend and thus falls into Frederick*s hands* 

as he knew she would* Becoming increasingly dependent upon 

Frederick, Iris lives as his mistress and ceases writing 

Lawrence. When Lawrence returns for her, Iris cannot com-

prehend why he does not understand the situation and forgive 

her. Abandoned by Lawrence, Iris turns to Frederick, Having 

overheard her conversation with Lawrence, Frederick sends 

Iris out into the night, probably doomed to prostitution or 

suicide. The play ends as Frederick begins to destroy the 

furniture, as Iris* life has been destroyed. 

If, as Pinero has stated, he reconstructed in his mind 

the background of each of his characters as well as that 

portion of their lives seen on the stage, he must have vis-

ualised the child Iris as one whose every whim was gratified. 

Indulgent parents and even her former husband must have 

smiled at her extravagances, Undeniably, Iris1 background 

and her ©haracter make her unfit to face life* She concerns 

herself very little with thoughts of the future and spends 

money excessively, even Xn the face of poverty. She makes 
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decisions on sudden impulse and later- wants those about her 

to sympathize with her imprudent choice®# 

Iris1 extravagant us© of money becomes evident early in 

the play# Archie Kane, her financial manager, in speaking.of 

marriage* remarks to her* "You marry a poor man; you with 

your utter disregard for the value of moneyi Why, luxury 

to you is the salt of life* my dear Iri®#M^ Kane further in* 

tiaates that Iris1 late husband, knowing of his wife*a ir*» 

responsible nature, placed the clause in the will to restrict 

her frcai, marrying and to safeguard her from fortune hunters# 

Iris is reminded by Kan© that she gives too much to the beg» i 

gars and ove«r»pays the servants. Iris begs him not to scold I 

her* arguing that "one is sent into the world shaped this 

» • * 1 

way or that**-? and she is so constituted to spend money * 

foolishly# Even after she has learned of the loss of her j 

fortune, Iris distributes money lavishly mmg. her servants, f 

who know her financial situation# Her excessive generosity -
I 

prompts her to write the first check from the account es-

tablished for her by Frederick# 

Hoting this extravagance in Iris* nature, Lawrence once 

quettions her, "Dearest* tell me—have you always been as I 
%ir Arthur Wing Pinero, Iris# in The social Flays of 

Arthur ^ng Pinero, ed. by Clayton Hamilton, II {Ifew YorE7 

3Ibld# 
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have known you? . . . Profuse—extravagant—?11^ Iris answers# 

"Oh, yes, always; from childhood, I've been told.B5 

With a constant group of friends who gratify her desire 

for admiration arid flattery. Iris "has become a social para-

site, a sort of flower of a woman who unthinkingly requires 

that somebody or other shall provide her with a hothouse.w& 

The charming Iris travels surrounded in her insecurity by 

friends who reverence the "Divinity, "*? aa they call her* 

Like a queen® she calls each of her subjects ttFaithful one."® 

This constant infantile play-acting has nurtured in her an 

unrealistic view of lifej she His unable to believe that the 

complaisant world can ever be so unamiatole as to thwart 

anything she has set her heart on,^ 

These friends who follow Iris comment ecstatically upon 

her charm and goodness* Fanny describes Iris as a girl: "We 

were at school together. Even then there wasn't a girl who 

wouldn*t have sold her little white soul for a caress from 

Iris* And the spell she casts never weakens.1*^® Croker* 

though not quite so glowinglyt speaks of Iris as ®a little 

spoilt, if you willi petted by those who have the privilege 

of intimacy with herJ luxurious in her habits, a born 

%bld*» II, 300. 5ibid. 

% . W. Krutch, "Pinero the Timid," The Nation, CXIX 
(November, 192%), 205» 

^Pinero, II, 293* ^Rideing, p. 1*2. 

9Pinero, II, 253. 10Ibid., II, 31%. 
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spend-thrift, but never more prodigal—'bless her i***fchan in 

her charities Attesting further to Iris* charms, Fanny 

tells Aurea that women are delighted to know that their hus-

bands were former suitors of Iris* 

Once while dining with Croker, Penny, and Lawrence, 

Iris asks how many close friends one can hop© to have about 

him all his life. Lawrence answers that these friends may 

be counted nupon on® hand,"1** Croker narrows the number to 

four. Interestingly, only Croker remains close to Iris near 

the end of the play* but even h© is beginning to tire of 

her impulsive nature* Aa he, one of her former suitors, o m 

of her "human birds," runs to take messages to her lover, he 

admits the degradation his dogged devotion to Iris has brought 

him, He tells her, "Ah, you have crushed the life., the spirit, 

the manhood out of me 1*̂ -3 One must remember, however, that 

Croker happily and willfully assumed this relationship to 

Iris long ago# 

The relationship between Croker Harrington and Iris 

never progresses beyond that of obedient servant and beauti* 

ful princess who must be indulged at ©very turn. Though 

Croker wishes a more intimate relationship, he still consider® 

Iris his ideal. Describing her, he says that h© could ask 

no more of a woman 

U l M d , , II, 291* 12Ibid,, II, 31i*. 

13Ibld., II, 398. 
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than that she should be beautiful to the eye and gentle 
to the ear* that her face should brighten when I entered* 
her hand finger in mine when I departed? that, she should 
never allow me t© hear her speak slightingly of any hon-
est mm, thereby assuring iae she indulged in no contemp-
tuous criticism of me when I was out of her company! 
that she should be bountiful to the poor# unafraid of 
the sick and unsightly, fond of dumb animals and strange 
children, and tearful in the presence of fine pictures 
1 and at the sound of rich jjmsic.lty 

flattered. Iris responds, "And' I inspired that I wl$> but goes 

on to note that he has not included one ingredient, "some-

thing essential—that goes into the making of' a perfect woman* 

Strangely enough, neither she nor Pinero ever makes that 

quality known, 

Those who cluster obediently around Iris posing no 

problem® and demanding no decisions give Iris little trouble. 

However, in her relationship with Lawrence and Frederick, 

Iria is confronted with a dilemma, for neither in content to 

be one of her "human birds" and both desire a decision. 

Unlike the others about Iris, neither of these men desires 

her money or is impressed by its presence. Maldonado is 

wealthy by his own means and wants only her love, although 

for a time he is eontent to settle for le«a« Lawrence is con-

tent to be poor| he @an not be emasculated into taking Iris* 

money, for he wants only her love. The child-like Iris "has 

eome to the conclusion that all rich men have some odious 

quality to counterbalance their wealth, while the men who 

•^Buma, p. go6. 1 ̂Pinero, II, 393* 
16Ibld. 
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are pleasing and desirable are as poor as mice."I? She does 

riot under stand these men any more than herself or the world# 

She is naive to the point of being foolish; she is totally 

unrealistic« 

Iris is impulsive in her conduct toward both Maldonado 

and Lawrence. She is "consistently unpredictable and Ir-

responsible • . • incapable of facing reality, aware only 

of the present, scornful of the future. She tells Maldo-

nado she will marry him, then changes her mind after being 

with Lawrence for a short time. She first refuses to meet 

Lawrence 1 te at night, then impulsively decides otherwise# 

She stubbornly refuses to us© the.checkbook Maldonauo gives 

her, then unthinkingly writes a check to Aurea, thus initiat-

ing her dependence upon the Jew. She lives as Maldonado's 

mistress in the absence of Lawrencej yet when he returns fr i» 

Canada, she cannot understand why he cannot accept her. One 

can only conclude that Iris is one who "never thinks; she 

merely feels 

Iris, casting aside convention and seeking her own 

pleasure, "shows no common sense in her regard to her own 

behavior in her selfish attitude toward Trenwith.11 She 

takes him to Switzerland as her lover, because she cannot ac» 

cept the little he can offer and yet she cannot give him up. 

17Burns, p. 2C%. l8Ibid., pp. 205-206. 

•^Chandler, p. lljl. SOgurua, p. 205* 
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When Lawrence grows tired of being dependent upon Iris 

and her money, ah© cannot understand his desire for a job, 

because she "has never pondered much upon the problem of 

self»respect, for to her the line of least resistance is 

always the one favored regardless of the 'consequencei,®^ 

She asks Lawrence, "Why aren't you satisfied to be one of ray 

toi*dfl--oh, but lay beat, my most dearly prized?*22 she sug-

gests that if he must have a job, she can acquire one, 

perhaps a secretaryship# for him. He dismisses such a job 

as one which "provides a aan with gloves and cab fares, 

and a flower for his coat; 11123 "She regards an honorable 

livelihood, which is vital to him, as but a ruse raised to 

tortoant her and refuses to acknowledge the responsibility 

which he feel# he must as sums. w2i{. Like a child not wishing 

to be disturbed in her play, she dismisses the entire situa-

tion, crying, *I>t us discuss the point thoroughly another 

time*1®25 Once again she avoids a decision and refuses to 

confront life on realistic terms* 

Although Iris cannot come to grips with life and its 

problems, she does at times make statements about herself 

which, because she does not fully understand the impllca-

tions, become ironic. In speaking of her own character, 

^•Ibid*, p» 205. xi, 87, 

23Ibid., II, 309, 2lteurns, p . 205. 
2%inero, II, 309. 
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she describes it as having ^shallow little d e p t h s , **26 In a 

speech to Lawrence, Iris becomes surprisingly correct in her 

self •analysis i 

Your poor, weak, sordid Iris, who must lie in the sun in 
the summer, before the fire in winter* who must wear the 
choicest lace, th© richest furs; whose eyes must never 
encounter any but th® most beautiful object—languid, 
slothful, nerveless, incapable almost of effortI27 

Perhaps one can conclude that Iris is thrilled by her own 

recklessness and e»it«d by the image she projects. 

After the loss of her wealth, Iris1 pose of nobility in 

her new role as a poverty-stricken widow projects an unrealis-

tic delight in misfortune. Indeed, she revels in her future 

poverty in a manner which seems almost masochistic. Knowing 

the character of Iris and the propensity and availability of 

Maldonado, one senses hollownesa to her nobility? however,, 

in lines to Lawrence, she speak® exultingly of her aspirations, 

telling him she will join him 

after I have had my own struggle, my own battle with 
poverty, singly, alonef after I have proved to you 
that I can live, patiently, uncomplainingly, without 
luaary, willingly relinquishing costly pleasures, 
contest with the barest comfort. Yes, yes—after I 
have shown you that there are other, and better# 
and deeper qualities in ray nature than you have sus-
pected! than 1# myself, have' suspected.**8 

By this very speech, as by others, "Iris shows no knowledge 

of herself, no toowledge of th© actual world, no knowledge 

©f the rigors of poverty.*1^? 

26Ibid., II, 303. 27ibid,. II, 301. 

28Ibid., II, 355. 29Burns, p. 206. 
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Iris* relationship with Lawrence is not a successful one. 

•For a time it seems that Lawrence will allow himself to be 

dependent upon Iris, at least financially. She cannot under-

stand why h© continually refuses to demean himself and live 

&a her lover# In her relationships with her friend®, Iris 

places Lawrence In an inferior position; she remarks that 

in his relation to her h® is a mere "cadet#tt3G whereas 

Fanny and Croker are "fully g r a d u a t e d . *33. In his subser-

vient position to Iris, Lawrence comes for a time dangerously 

close to becoming another dog-like Croker* "I am honored 

by the humblest position assigned to me#
w32t Lawrence tells 

Iris. He saves himself by going to Canada to begin a new 

life. Iris never displays a sincere desire to follow Lawrence 

to Canada* Even when she agrees to join hiia five years later, 

on® realises that for the impulsive Iris, promises can b® 

easily broken and others substituted in their place. 

Iris* frequent recourse to tears and self-accusation in 

a desire for sympathy reaches a peak in th© last act as she 

explains to Lawrence her experiences in his absence. She tells 

hi® the story, "thinking with infantile ingenuousness that he 

will understand it and pity her for it and take her back to • 

him,"33 Jtaid tears, she tells Lawrence how sh© meant to be 

poor, but Frederick would not leave her alone. "Her mind works 

like a culprit child, who believes that tears should wash 

3°Pinero, II, 311*. 31ibid. 

32Ibid. 33Rid«ing> p. 
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out every s i n . S h e tells Lawrence that "the scandal of 

(their] traveling abroad together . « . furnished . « . friends 

, . . with a ready excuse to deliberately turn their backs up-

on her w^ when she needed money and help. In her final words 

with Lawrence, Iris tells him, "Only I thought, as ray first 

wrong step was taken for love of y o u — A l w a y s eager to 

include others in her failures, Iris does not win Lawrence 

this time, for he walks out. 

Nor does Iris reach a satisfactory relation with Frederick. 

In Act One her reasons for agreeing to marry him are puzzling. 

Lawrence accuses her of using Frederick as a means of escap-

ing him. Iris tells Kane that such a marriage would allow 

her a way out of her perplexity. That Iris should marry 

Frederick solely as an escape from her predicament attests 

once again to her refusal to face life and to her essential 

hedonism. 

When Frederick hiaself questions Iris* reason for wish-

ing to marry him, she alludes to his generosity and amiability. 

wfhere is no man for whom I have sincerer respect,*37 she tells 

him. When Frederick protests that these are insufficient 

reasons, Iris lamely replies, WA woman at such a crisis in 

her life is swayed by many considerations. I cannot defend 

myself,w38 

3%bid. 35?inero, II, 1*13.
 36Ibld., II, U17. 

3?Ibid., II, 272. 38Ibld. 
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After Iris accepts Frederick's proposal of marriage, 

ah© indicates that her union with him will be of. an uncon-

ventional nature. Candidly, she tells Frederick, *1 haven1t 

the love for you a woman should have for the mail who is to be" 

hep husbandj in that respect I am as you have always known 

She does promise to do her duty to him "strictly and honour** 

ably# Frederick finally realizes his situation and, know** 

ing Iris perhaps batter than anyone else in th© play,- concludes: 

wlfou give yourself to me—give yourself in a fashionj in th© 

only fashion, it may be—I must console myself with that-*in 

the only fashion in which your temperament allows you to yield 

yourself, He realises that Iris* "the devil in marble, 

will be only a possession like his paintings and that his 

marriage will be only one of convenience. Moreover, bring* 

ing an indictment on all women, Maldonado generalises that 

Iris is "as God made women.Noteworthy is the degrading 

feeling he has when he and Iris discuss marriage| he states I 

HXt*s odd that, somehow, whenever the question of marriage has 

arisen between us, you've always continued to make ae look an 

ass in my own eyes.™^1* Hear th® end Croker indicates that he 

has the same feeling of insignificance« Certainly, although 

she is not domineering, there is an emasculating influence in 

Iris* nature, however weak she is. 

39Ibid., II# 271» ^°Ibid. ^Ibid., II, 273. 

^Ibid.. II, 385. ^Ibid., II, 273. W-Ibid., II, 283. 
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Whatever > have been the reasons for Iris* considering 

a marriage to Frederick in Act One, it becomes exceedingly 

difficult to understand why she will not agree to a marriage 

in Act Four after she has been his mistress for some time. 

Surely an expedient marriage would give back some of her lost 

respectability; perhaps someday she could attain the social 

status which she once knew. Rideing indicates that during 

the absence of Lawrence, Iris is faithful *in heart and 

t h o u g h t • I t is impossible to see the evidence upon which 

he based this conclusion, for Iris ceases writing Lawrence 

and gives no indication that she eagerly awaits his return. 

Certainly, therefore, her postponement of marriage to Fred* 

erick can not rest upon her hope that Lawrence will come back 

for her. Although Frederick has continually professed his 

love for Iris, she questions his motives for desiring her, 

pondering over herself as "bruised fruit, a terra with 

which she either intends to practice self»pity or elicit 

consolation. 

On® can find little in the character of Iris to admire* 

It is evident that "from an ordinary masculine standpoint, 

Cshe is3 worthless* and almost contemptible.Her one re-

deeming characteristic is her generosity, but that quality 

so exceeds the bounds of prudent behavior that it becomes a 

^ R i doing, p. i}i|,. ^Pinero, II, 38if. 

^Courtney, p. 111$, 
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flaw; indeed, it is her generosity, "that almost certain 

quality in easy, pieasare-loving characters, [which] de-

livers her ov r to her enemy, 

Iris simply refuses to reason or to formulate; she 

denies the future and acts impulsively for the present* In 

this character Pinero has demonstrated "the gradual disinte-

gration of a luxury-loving, extravagant woman, who finds her-

self in a particular social status, and who, enjoying a life 

of respectability in the beginning, is destroyed in the end 

because she lacks strength to fight successfully against 

adversity* *^9 

Even though Iris has a certain amount of essential good-

ness, she is never able to effectively us© that quality be-

cause of her weakness, those a.out her react to her in a 

manner dependent upon their knowledge of her character; 

Fanny and Croker excessively indulge her, Trenwith urges 

her to be stronger, and Maldonado schemes to take advantage 

of her. The effect of social forces upon Iris® tragedy is 

almost neglible, since her downfall comes primarily from her 

inter-reactions with others about her. This particular char-

acter placed in unfortunate circumstances as those surround-

ing Iris faces inevitable doom, 

^Edward Everett Hale, Jr., Dramatists of To-Day (New 
York, 1911), p. 97. ' 

**•9Burns, p, 203, 
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At least partly responsible for Iris* tragedy ar@ those 

people who have allowed hep to be the kind, of person she is. 

Her friends have revered her as a kind of goddess and her 

husband evidently realized her weakness, yet perhaps grati-

fied her fickle desires. These too must share the felaiae 

for her failure. 



CHAPflR V 

201 SUnBHEU. II MID-CHAMNBL 

In a conversation with Clayton Hamilton after the first 

production of Mid-Channel, Plnero revealed that "he .had com® 

to a point in his development where the only characters who 

acutely interested him were mature people whose lives had 

*somehow gone awryl**1 In Hld-Channel Pinero did, indeed, 

turn his attention to a married couple whose live® have 

"somehow gone wry.* During a fourteen-year marriage Zoe 

and Theo Blundell have risen in society, and an increasing 

lack of understanding has grown between them so that they 

are constantly faeed with situations which their incompati-

bility renders insoluble# Although The© accepts with resig-

nation the restrictions and limitation® of middle-aged home 

life, Zoe continues nightly excursions with her bachelor 

friends, refuting to accept the fact that ih® is no longer 

young and vibrant. These escapades, although piatonic, fre-

quently result in arguments with The©. 

Following on# such argument, Theo and Zoe separate! 

during the estrangement The© acquires a mistress, and Zoe 

creates gossip while on an Italian trip with Leonard Ferris. 

An attempt at reconciliation end® in a disagreement, 

1Clayton Hajailton, "Critical Preface," The Social Plays 
o£ Arthur Wing Pinero, Vol. I? (lew York, 1922), p. 280. 

41 
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whereupon Theo agrees to a divorce If Zoe will marry Leonard, 

thus insuring her protection. Finding Leonard, already en-

gaged because of her own encouragement, Zoe Jumps from a 

balcony and kills herself* 

The tragedy of the situation lies in the fact that Zoe 

and Theo Blundell are not able to act rationally to put 

their good intentions into effect, Although both people 

are mature in years, both are somewhat immature emotionally, 

but Zoe is distinctly the more immature of the two. 

After fourteen years of married life, Theo and Zoe have 

reached that mid^point in marital relationships which re-

quires an adjustment. As Peter Mottram points out, all 

married people reach this point and must work to re-establish 

their relationship. Zoe, refusing to admit she is reaching 

middle age, looks with distaste upon sitting home and grow-

ing oldj she Is constantly plagued by Theo's "elderly ways."2 

Theo, several years older than Zoe, comments to Peter Mot-

tram, "We're middle-aged people, Zoe and I. 1 am middle-

aged, and she's not far off it, poor girl. There must come 

a time on a journey when your pair of horses stop prancing 

and settle down to a halt,"3 Both Zoe and The© recognise 

their incompatibility. Zoe declares, "That's the plain truth, 

we're on each other's nerves,^ 

<%ir Arthur Wing Pinero, Mid-Channel in The Social Plays 
of Arthur Wing Pinero, ed. by Clayton Hamilto~lV (Sew YSrfcT 
1922), p. 3257 

3Ibid. ^Ibid. 
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Zoe finds that her "little jokes and pranks, that used -

to ©biub© [Theo] so—they annoy hixa now, scandalise him.w5 

frotesting that Theo ignores her, she declares that he does 

not ©von notice what she wears, Refusing to face her present 

situation practically, Zoe can only remember the past, when 

she and Theo were climbing. Now that they have achieved that 

social status to which they aspired, their marriage seems 

dull. 

Peter Mottraia, a friend of the Blundells and the ralaon-

neur, explains to Zoe and Theo that their situation is not 

a unique one# He suggests a refreshing trip to Paris so 

that they can renew their relationship, As Theo and Zoe pre-

pare to leave, Peter reminds them of a particularly rough 

section' they will encounter upon crossing the English Channel. 

In a rather lengthy speech Peter compares this crossing to 

the one a 'couple encounter when they are half way through 

marriage t 

The happiest and luckiest of married couples have got 
to cross that wretched Ridge, However successful the 
first half of their journey may be, there's the rough-
and-tumble of raid-channel to negotiate*. Some arrive 
there quicker than others, some laterj it depends on 
wind and tide. But they get therej and a bad time it 
is., and must be—a time when traveling-companions see 
nothin' but the spots on each other's yellow faces, 
and when innumerable kind words and Innumerable kind 
acts are ©lean forgotten*" 

But Theo and Zoe never make that crossing, for they begin 

to argue amid preparations for the trip, and Theo leaves* 

5Ibid* 6Ibid., IF, 342. 
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After till® separation of Theo and Zoe# Peter attempts to 

reconcile the couple, Comparing re-established marriages 

with mended china, Peter assures Zo© that others have prob-

lems which have been successfully overcome? nAin*t It wiser 

to repair the broken china, rather than chuck the bits into 

the dust»bin? It"8 still showy and effective at a distance! 

and there are cases—-rare, but they exist—where the mendin»s 

done so nearly that the flaw® are almost imperceptible."7 

Peter*i efforts at a reunion are in vain. 

Both Zoe and Theo reflect a dissatisfaction with their 

situations after they separate. Each exhibits an interest 

in the other*s welfare and the conditions of his life. They 

seem fond of each other, tend to forget the bad part of each 

other*s actions, and accept fault for the failure of their 

marriage. Both agree to discuss a reunion. But when they 

confront each other, difference® in attitude toward life 

become so exaggerated that Theo declares they can never 

live together again. 

The tragedy of this marriage rests not solely upon the 

fact that it has reached mid-channel. Peter Mottram points 

out that all married people must sake adjustments when they 

encounter this stage of marriage. The situation becomes 

different with The© and Zoe, for they do not successfully 

execute their maneuvers 10 that they pas is into the later 

years of calm and serenity. Certainly, since others do 

7Ibid., IV, 379. 8Ibid., I?, !f.6i4.» 
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negotiate skillfully, one must conclude that there is a rea-

son unique to this marriage which precluded success. 

Near the conclusion of the play Zoe advances a theory 

for the failure of their marriage* She indicates that it 

8 

"was doomed fourteen years ago® when she and Theo agreed 

not to have children which would impede their progress in 

rising socially. Zo© explains! "If there had been 'brats 

of children* at home, it would have mad© a different woman 

of me, Theoj such a different woman f me--and a different 

man of y o u . D e s p i t e Zoe's view, one must note that the 

disaster of a marriage cannot b© explained solely upon the 

absence of children. Indeed, children would have been an 

asset to the couple, but the idea thut having them could 

have completely changed their characters seems naive. Be-

cause it was Theo*8 idea that there be no children, £o©'s 

reasoning here seems only an attack on Theo for the failure 

of the marriage* Since the role of a woman in marriage is 

productive, Zoe's implication here is that Theo has denied 

her her full status as a woman. In view of this, it be-

comes apparent that when Zoe places their proposed reunion 

upon a strictly pi atonic basis she it, attempting to re-

taliate by restricting Theo1s role in the sexual relation-

ship. It should be noted th.t since Pinero does not ex-

plicitly define the sexual behavior of these women, often 

9Ibid. 
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this area of the relationship is vague and one can only specu-

late concerning it. 

Edward Everett Hale elaborates upon the childlessness of 

the Blundells and sentimentally distinguishes Zo® "as a woman 

who really loves children* **1® It is difficult to sustain 

this idea by the evidence given in the play, fhere are only 

two places in which Zoe indicates any regard for children, 

and at those times her attitude seems merely fanciful, rather 

than serious. Speaking of a current play# Zo© muses that 

it has "the sweetest little tots in i t . S h e whimsically 

continues; 

The man who wrote the thing must be awfully fond of 
children . • , , What a jolly giftJ FancyI To have 
the power of imagining children-«*bringlng them to 
lifeI Just by shutting the door, and sitting down 
at your writing-table, and saying to your brain, 
"Now, then2 I'm ready for themiw-*.2 

At another point Zoe tells Leonard to blow the "kiddies11 a 

kiss for her# Certainly these two isolated instances are 

not indicative of a desire for children or of a genuine 

love for theiaj rather, such remarks show Zoe's tendency to 

amuse herielf as a spectator of the various pleasant aspects 

of life and to ignore the unpleasant, such as the impending 

tragedy of her own marriage. 

Zoe cites their "cursed (selfishness" in neglecting to 

have children and in being concerned with their own personal 

1 0 m ® , p. 110. 1 1 Pinero, IV, 302. 

12Ibid„ IV, 302-303. 
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relationship not only as an impediment to their marriage but 

also as a detriment to her own character, She tells Theo 

that she degraded her own character in order to aid their 

social climbing. Having more colorful—and at the same 

time more vulgar—-speech than any other woman discussed in 

this paper, Zoe speaks of having a "Hell of a row last nightw13 

and of refusing to stay at any "hotel in Paris that isn't top-

hole , *14 when Theo reprimands her for this Mdaimed slang,w 

she rewinds himx WX learnt it from the crew'you surrounded 

me with when I condescended to marry you and went out of my 

world into y o u r s S h e continues, telling him that she 

was serviceable to him when they first began their social 

climbj now that he no longer needs those men whom she could 

influence with vulgar jokes, she must b© abused for the 

very nature he induced her to assume, In this respect, 

Archer contends that Zoo "is the victim of the hideous stu-

pidity ©f our social and economic system,®^ Quite to the 

contrary, Zoe's irrationality indicates only a vain attempt 

to excuse her own actions and to accuse Theo, for "social 

climbing, vicious as it is, cannot be held responsible for 

the inherent weakness of Zoe, 

2©e, like Iris, has a weakness which prevents her from 

adequately formulating decisions. She makes choiees which 

13ibid., If, 31I4.. %bid., IV, 350* ISlbld., IV, 351. 

^Archer , p. 320. ^Burns , P* 212. 
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are the easiest; when ©vents become complicated, she attempts 

to find some excuse outside of herself. Whimsical by nature# 

much of the time she is interested only in her own satisfac-

tion. Her decisions are made for the moment, and so quickly 

does she fluctuate that Peter declares in despair that nothing 

satisfies her. 

As Iris had her "humon birds," Zoe maintains "tame robins," 

a group of bachelor friends to whom she turns for the atten-

tion she misses in her marriage, "That she has 'men chums* 

betrays her level of refinement. That she calls them her 

1 tame robins* who 1 come and eat crumbs off her window sill* 

show® there is no technical harm in her behavior. 

Possessive by nature, Zoe reminds Leonard Ferris that 

should he marry he would cease to be one of those chosen 

Hrobinsnf M0h, when a robin marries, Jenny doesn't share 

him with another wren. Not much!"19 Like a child at play, 

she reminds him, "I»ve plenty of other boys, Len, to fill 

your p l a c e * I t is interesting to note that 2oe refers 

to Leonard, a man of thirty-three, as a boy* Like a mother 

tending her brood, 2oe later reprimands hirai "If ever you 

do that again, Len, I'll box your ears."21 This possessive, 

domineering quality appears more vividly in Act Three, when 

2oe and Iheo discuss reconciliation, Zoe reminds Theo that 

when they return to live together, their relationship must 

l8Pyfe, p. 279. l9fln&ro» IV, 310. 

20Ibid., IV, 320. Sllbld., IV, 322. 
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be as friends: "Not that we've been much else to each other 

these last few years—except e n e m i e s , T h e e , attempting to 

assume his rightful role as male, declares: ttI think it*s 

j[ who ought to dictate what our domestic arrangements are to 

be in the future--not you,"23 Zoe retorts! "still the same 

dear old bully, I notice,"2^ Relenting, Theo mutters B&r-

castically, "Stand the naughty boy in the cornerJ he1 s earned 

any amount of humiliation you choose to inflict,"25 it be-

comes evident that in a number of Pinero's women there is 

the desire to dominate—and even, to an extent, to degrade— 

men, both verbally and sexually. Both Agnes and Zo© exhibit 

a wish to maintain a distance between the sexes which pre-

cludes any fulfillment of the sexual relationship. 

When Mrs, Pierpolnt inquires if a current play has any 

adults, Zoe answers I "Oh, yes; they bore me."26 j»©phaps 

Zoe could more truthfully reflect her feelings if she an-

swered that mature people, either in drama or actual life, 

"bore" her because she cannot adequately cope with them, 

Like Iris, sh® prefers children and child-like men who pose 

no threat and create no situation which requires an intel-

ligent, realistic view of life. 

Although Zo# has risen socially, she has a certain 

amount of vulgarity in her speech and her escapades with 

22Ibid,» IV, 23ibid. Ibid. 

2^lbid,. XV, 302. 26Ibid., IV, b&k* 
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he r bachelor f r i e n d s . As Hamilton has maintained., " the under-

l y i n g not© of i nna t e v u l g a r i t y • . . [seemsJ t o be & necessary 

t r a i t of Zoe B1 tin d e l l ' 3 c h a r a c t e r , Zoe t r a n s f e r s t h i s 

v u l g a r i t y to E the l P i e r p o i n t , h e r young f r i e n d and p ro t6g6e . 

To the c o n s t e r n a t i o n of he r mother , Ethel has been allowed 

t o address Zoe by h e r f i r s t name, a p r i v i l e g e which t he o lde r 

woman does no t e n j o y . Although isthel assumed some of the 

vu lga r t r a i t s possessed by Zoe, she does no t t h i n k of the 

o l d e r woman as being c o a r s e . She remarks t o he r mother , "I 

do t h i n k , though, t h a t a g i r l i n Zoe's p o s i t i o n might have 

chosen somebody s l i g h t l y more r e f i n e d than Mr. B l u n d e l l . 

Jsthel emulates Zoe ,s a c t i o n s and admires her da r ing f l i p p a n c y . 

Perhaps E t a e l i d e n t i f i e s Zoe*® smoking and c u r s i n g with the 

concept of the modern woman* Companionship with E the l al lows 

Zoe to f o r g e t her age, as JcJthel c o n s t a n t l y r e f e r s t o Zoe m 

w g i r l R and inc ludes he r i n y o u t h f u l , romantic s e c r e t s . Per* 

haps E the l P i e r p o i n t f u r t h e r f u l f i l l s the purpose of a l lowing 

Zoe t o r e l i v e he r p a s t i n the l i f e of a n o t h e r . 

I n Act Pour Bthel o f f e r s an i n t e r e s t i n g c o n t r a s t t o 

Zoe. Her engagement to Leonard F e r r i s a s su red , E the l i s 

" the modern young l ady e x a c t l y J*2*? Following the mode of 

Zoeji fithel smokes, Ignores her mother1 s adv ice , and f a c e s 

l i f e l i g h t - h e a r t e d l y . She dec la re s t o he r mother : " In 

i v » 279. 2 6 X b i d . , IV, 296. 
2 9 i b i d . , i v , m . 
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everybody*a life therms one moment • • • when all the world 

s,e®ins yours--as if it had been made for you, and when you 

can*t help pitying other people—they seem so ordinary and 

insignificant»"30 At the time that Ethel's gay world is 

beginning, Zo©' s world starts to grow dim; then it darkens 

with her suicide ©n a bright June day, not in wintertime, 

as she had predicted. But then, life cannot be planned, to® 

would irrationally suggest* Perhaps Zo© began marriage 

with such a zest aa that which Ethel now exhibits. 

Having once declared that she wanted a divorce from 

Theo, Zoe is told by Peter that she now has the perfect 

reason, Theo's relationship with the disreputable Mrs. 

.tonerly. Zoe is torn between a desire for revenge and a 

desire to have him back, itaabivalent by nature, she first 

absolves Theo front any fault and then curses him for his 

infidelity. Peter reminds her: "My dear, there are a few 

panes o' glass in the house you live in, bear in mind."31 

When Peter tells her that Theo has become jealous of her 

activities with Leonard Ferris, she feels wanted again. 

Happy neither when freed from Theo nor when with him, she 

causes Peter to declare, "There's no satisfying you, Zoe."32 

Her remark, "I—I couldn't bear the idea of another woman 

3°lbid., IV, £j,8l. 311bid., IV, 385. 

32ibid., IV, 373. 
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toeing a better wife to him than I wasi*33 springs from both 

jealousy and pride. 

When Theo, having grown tired of his mistress, pays Mrs. 

Annerly to leave him, Peter assures him that his and 2oefs 

"is a ease where two persons have behaved more or less stoo-

pidly."3k Theo admits, "There were faults on both side®, 

as usual, but I was mainly to blame. n35> Although Theo wants 

Hoe back, he cannot lower himself "to crawl back to her—all 

over mud—iw3& But 2toe comes to Theo, being assured by Peter 

that theo will be kind to her# Theo confesses and requests 

Zoe to do likewise. After telling of her trip with Leonard 

Ferris, Zoe asks Theo'a understanding, declaring, "You and I 

are both sinners, Theo J we've both gone a mucker. ft3? Th©ofs 

understanding comes to a standstill at this point, and h# 

retreats somewhat into an attitude imposed upon him by 

society: the woman who has fallen cannot be re-instated fully 

into that position she onee held. Instead of giving her the 

forgiveness which she, as a woman, desperately needs, he 

is restrained by the dictates of contemporary society# With-

out rationally acknowledging his equal guilt, fheo declares! 

*fhe cases are as far apart as the poles*w38 1 inero, again 

concerning himself with the double standard set by society, 

33ibid« 34rbid., IV, J+U1. 

3%bid., IV, kzz, 36Ibld>> I v > 41̂ 1. 

37Ibid,. IV, I4.62. 38Ibid., IV, 1*65. 
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does net mates a strong ease against this double standard. In-

stead, he objectively thows that Zoe, lite other transgressors 

of the social ©ode, must suffer, given the conventions and 

attitude of Late Victorian society, while th® obtuse male 

©an be forgiven. 

Prom this moment on, Theo is only concerned to find a 

protective nieh© for Zoe, ^o him she is now a fallen woman* 

and his interest is to get Ferris to marry her, 8»-if it 

*ud save Cher) from going utterly to the bad—*39 $»03P Theo 

and for society Zm has sunk to such depth a that regsnera-

tion is iuposeible. Theo feels that her weatoess and present 

state render her incapable of taking care of herself, 

When Zoe reaches Leonard Ferris and tells him of ?h©o1 a 

intentions, Leonard informs her that he has already become 

engaged to Ethel Pierpoint, hairing been rejected many times 

by Zoe and dismissed with finality that Morning. Although 

Leonard offers to leave Jthel, Zoe refuses to allow him to 

do thisi she will not stoop so low as to spoil 8thel*s 

chance of happiness* Her dilemma complete, the makes an 

exit in death, 

The marriage of fheo and Zoe Blundell does not fail 

because it is childless or because it has been permeated 

with a desire to wget on in life." It fail® because of the 

incompatibility of th# two people involved, the immaturity* 

39Ibld.. If, 1^6. 
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irrationality* end hadoniatie spirit of Zee hersulf* and the 

Inability of 2t»o to forgive. Both 2o® «sd the© full to 

undaretand @«sn other# and each alienatee the other toy
 tta 

petty and unrelenting tendency to exaggerate trifles."**0 

Koet Important of all, both Zoe and ftiao " M X to under* 

•tand • • • th*t win and woman of the ordinary pattern »uat 

put up with the defeote of eaoh otter's quail tlee»HUl Iw»* 

ieally» the two tlans in tto play when Z©« doea aoeething 

«wi» «he oreatea aituatiooa which later preclude her ••cape 

tor dileaia®* iter a©ti®»# in <meouraging tootiaM Ferria 

to marry Ethel llait her ohoiaaa later. Whan aha refueea to 

allow I*eonard to leave Kthel, aha close a tha laat door to 

possible hope* Har ftomer at temp to to please her husband 

now eaaaa littla in hi» but rebuke, The© ia ao rigidly eon-

trolled toy tha dictatea of aoeiety that he aota only in a 

protaotorata opacity toward Zoej ha ia lacking in under* 

standing, syapathy, and fergiveneas. Sven wore vividly than 

*» Jig, IffEil filft* lifffiffffiff *»• •••« **» gnwiwil inevita* 

toility Of 'Zoo's suicide. 

^Burai, p. 215* Ulbld. 



CHAPTER VI 

COHCLUSIOH 

fh© torn* plays treated ai?e Pinoro's most serious drama®# 

Intended as thoroughly realistic, almost naturalistic por-

trayals of life in the upper and upper-middle classes in 

late Vietorian and early Kdwardian England. They reflect 

certain trends in that society. 

By the close of the nineteenth century the middle class 

had risen in power and wealth. The daughters of middle-

class families had sought and sometimes found a new freedom 

in career® and education and a liberation from the older 

Victorian conventions, Plnero * a early experiences in the 

theater had given hia first-hand knowledge of the rising new 

woman, for actresses had long enjoyed the freedom now adopted 

toy the middle»class women# 1'he emerging new woman had opened 

new situations for the dramatist.* 

In a general introduction to the third volume of Pinero's 

piays, Hamilton states two reasons for the awakening interest 

in portraying women In the theater. He opines that drama 

concerns experiences in which characters react to situations 

emotionally and impulsively. In this respect, women ar® 

generally agreed to act upon emotion and impulse rather than 

intellect.. In addition to thla, women now for the first 

^Dunkel, pp. 109-110. 

IS 
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time »&de up a lore* proportion of audiences and wanted to 

see themselves portrayed ©a stage. Changing conditions 

brought about a new interest in women arid in the maimer of 

their portrayal.^ 

Prom set analysis of the four heroines in the## plays, 

©ii# can gain insight into their individual,characters and 

observe traits ccftaraon to them all. What do their portrayals 

reveal about Finer©1s conception of women in general? 

With the exception of Agnes, the women in these plays 

are all beautiful and charming* Only Zoe is approaching 

middle ageI the others are in their late twenties. Ion© of 

the women have children, and Zoe—however slightly—is the 

only on® who even speaks of children, All of the worsen are 

less than forty years of agej three of them—Zoe, Paula, 

and Iris —form a liaison between themselves and a young 

girl. laeh one Haunt® some convention of society, and 

all suffer failure. Two of these women commit suicidej and 

the hop© for the fourth is questionable. Although Ague® 

©Omes to a definite realisation about her life# there is no 

Certainty that she can make us® of this taaowledge# Only Paula 

changes during the course of the play# Despite h®r desire 

for a change and her indications that she can change her 

character to a greater extent, she is never given the oppor-

tunity because of the circumstances* 

^Hamilton, III, g*4j.# 
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Although. Finer© was often praised in his own day as 

dramatically portraying the "Intellectual woman,n it is evi-

dent that none of these women belong to that category# 

Only Agnes Sbbsralth approaches intellectuality, but her 

intellectuality is only a bulwark erected against her true 

nature. This facade f alia mid-way in the flay and negates 

any claim she night have to being "intellectual." These 

women are radical to the extent that they exhibit some 

shocking action or become involved in an unconventional 

situation# Their unorthodoxy does not grow out of well-

established ideas but out of their own Inabilities t© cope 

with life. They are "modern* only because they engage in 

»ome hereto forbidden indulgences, such aa smoking or 

cursing. Certainly, these are only the paraphernalia of 

the "new woman,M not necessarily indicative that that 

character!atic reflects anything aor© than superficial 

actions# 

Many of the habits of these women must be dismissed 

as merely socentrie. On# may safely conclude that the women 

©f Pinero's day, although they were eager to indulge in 

the new freedom granted them, did not desire to be like 

the women portrayed in these dramasj perhaps they did admire 

sow® of their daring. In this respect, one mist credit 

Plnero with giving new freedom to actresses and writers 

and a vitality hereto unknown j the appraisal that he 

mirrored the modern woman of the times is not realistic* 
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One of the spheres in which the adult most adequately 

shows his maturity is in relationships with other®. Hone 

of these women successfully establishes a relationship with 

a peer* 

In relations with women they either avoid confronting 

others or fail to control their actions in order to bring 

about a successful friendship. Only Agnes shows evidence 

that she can maintain such a relation. *ith Gartmade she 

may become a friend, although it appears that it will be 

on Gertrude's own terms. loteworthy is the fact that Paula# 

Iris, and Hoe all ante a special effort to befriend younger 

girl®. One may speculate that they are motivated by a de-

sire to equate themselves with the girls and therefore 

hold on a little more firmly to their youth* Perhaps they 

altruist!®ally want to help the girls. 

All of the women fail in mature relations with men. The 

only situations which seem acceptable to them are one® in 

which there is no sexual threat from the men# It must b© 

noted that Pinero never explicitly delineates the sexual 

relations of his characters, faula's admission that she 

had "kept house" with Hugh Ard&le is the frankest statement 

concerning sexual conduct made in my of the plays. Al-

though Iris and 2o© cause gossip because they are escorted 

by young men, there is never any clear indication that there 

has been sexual laxity. 
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Despite Pinero's obscurity In detailing this behavior, 

the woman do indicate a desire to place a distance between 

the sexes, which, presumably, would rule out any normal 

relationship* Iris and 2oe maintain a group of men ("robins" 

and "birdsB) which, by the very nomenclature used indicates 

th® domineering, condescending attitude they assume toward 

these man. Zoe places limitation® upon Theof Agnes admonishes 

Lucas to keep their relationship from including passion. 

Whan Maldonad© proposes marriage to Iris, she refuses him. 

This unwise siove seems unjustified sine® it could potentially 

bring her from the depths to which she has sunk* fhere is 

no evidence to support th© claim that she awaits Lawrence *s 

raturn. %nes, realising her true nature as a woman, looks 

upon marriage as a dark abyss of unhappiness. For these 

women, therefore, there is an aversion to the marital state| 

even an affair outside the conventional bonds of matrimony 

is more acceptable. Since Finer© depict® no satisfying re-

lationships in these realistic dramas, one may conclude that 

he considers that life offers none. 

These women wander through life, seldom having a goal, 

vacillating from moment to moment, and desiring to- be 

pleased and indulged. When these women do establish goals, 

they are often unrealistic ones# Paula*s desire for the 

respectable life cannot be accomplished in the society 

which she chooses. Agnes' intellectual ideas could only 

become a reality in a Utopia# Iris• pledge to endure 
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poverty is foolish, sine® she is so pleasure-loving, Zoe 

wants both marriage and freedom at the same time. In this 

reepett, these women map© unrealistic and irrational• Indeed, 

the®© are not modern, intellectual women; they are, rather# 

unflattering pictures of women, revealing them as ambivalent, 

vacillating, and oven f icicle. They cannot 'face reality, nor 

can they make adequate judgments 03? decisions. 

Bach on# of the women Illustrates an inability to 

oonduot life satisfactorily or make decisions concerning 

life, laeh allows impulse to overcome reason and coraaon 

sense. Iris, fluctuating from first one decision and then 

the other, acts only for the moment with no regard for the 

future. Thinking only of satisfying Aurea, she impulsively 

writes a check, thus insuring her dependence on Maldonado. 

faula reacts violently toward «rs. Oortelyon, losing all 

ability to withhold her words and actions in order to ade-

quately cope with the situation, Zoe fails to think of 

the consequences of her actions in regard to fheof she wants 

to be pleased and catered toj as a mature woman, she should 

formulate her plans. Instead, she acta like a child. Agnes 

alone show® the ability to reason, but she does so in an 

unreal world, denying her true nature. When she finally 

leaves her Utopian ideas behind, she becomes a® impulsive 

as the others as she strives to draw Lucas cloier to her. 

The impulsive actions of these women reveal the selfish, 

pleasure-loving nature underneath, for @11 of them must be 
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pleased at all coast? and each, disregards reason, as she at-

tempts to be fulfilled. 

Despite the frailties and the weakness®® of these women, 

the good in them eannot be ignored* Often they perform 

actions which, although inherently good, bring about their 

own catastrophes. When motivated out of eoneern for other®, 

they often find their good intentions thwarted not only by 

other® but by their oireumatances. Paula* s desire for 

ehaage, Iris* generosity, Agnes* ideaiistie hopes, and 200*0 

desire to return to Theo may all be cited as examplea of a 

basic good nature* That these desires to fulfill hopes 

become thwarted is not the fault of these characters, lather 

than being flat characters motivated by on© design, these 

women are complex ones, reacting often out of goodness, but 

often frustrated by their own impulsiveness. 

Out of these hopes these women have constructed, eertata 

illusions about life* As has been pointed out previously, 

Iris* life has lad her to believe that nothing can stand in 

the way of her desires. Theo has protected Zoe, as Iris1 

husband did, in such a manner that both have faulty concep-

tions and illusions about life. In relations with younger 

girls, Paula, Zoe, and Iris attempt to maintain an illusion 

of a youthful world which has been left behind as they have 

been thrown into alien eireumstanoes and the eold reality 

of life* 
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The failure of these women is portrayed in terms of 

their own inadequacies or short-comings# 411 of thea have 

failed because of something in their past# thus echoing 

Paula'® words, "the present is only the past entered through 

•another gate."3 Through each play Pinero shows that "the 

only tragedy is•the tragedy of failing in the'future toy 

reason of the fact that Con© has] failed already in the 

p a s t . l o t only is each woman hindered by the past; each 

lacks the will power to change* Another obstacle in the 

path of the women is that they struggle "in a man-mad® world 

whose social structure is admittedly un-3»4t to th©».n5 in 

these respect®* Pinero reflects the philosophy of determinism} 

because etch of the women fails, these dramas become highly 

pessimistic. 

Bach of the women encounters the double standard as she 

struggles through life* Although many critic# have axag* 

gerated Pinero's emphasis concerning this double standard, 

on® must not© that the conflict in this area la only inci-

dental. 23w> woman ultimately fails because of her own 

weakness. 

The varying facets of female frailty ar© portrayed in 

these dramas against the static, secure, unvarying course 

of the male who adheres to the code® and restrictions of 

3?ln«ro, I, 190, %urns, p« 195« 

^Ibid,, p. 196. 
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society. Winifred Bums oosments upon Pinero*s interest In 

women. Like Hamilton aha maintains that nine® "dueaa deal® 

with crises of experience in which people act quickly and 

i»pulsivelyn Finer© chose to emphasize women beeauae "they 

are more likely to act on impulse than n®n*w& Despite the 

questionable validity of Burns* conception of drana, it ia 

undeniable that Pinero did portray women aa highly impulsive 

and often capable of acting only upon whia. 

Dunkel maintains that "none of Pinero»s heroines ia 

wholly admirable"? and states that because of these frail-

ties as huuan beings these women appear not as fiction but 

as though they have been taken from life and placed upon the 

stage* representing accurately the lives they have led# 

In the final analysis# Pinero saw woaten as weak crea-

tures, selfish and pleasure-loving. Although Pinero waa not 

didactic, the general lesson seems to indicate that women 

should follow the dictates of society. If they have ambi-

tions to flaunt codes or to act adversely toward society*• 

demands# tfany can only suffer for their transgression#* 

They are too weak to fight adequately and too impulsive to 

plan effectively or to execute their plans once made* 

It nay be true, as both Courtney and Burae maintain* 

that Pinero sympathised with these women.® Although Pinero 

does not condenn them, he portrays them condemned by society* 

?Dunk»l* p. U S , 

^Courtney, p* lll|6# 
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Sine© theater people had often been ostracized before 

Pinero's time because of their rather unconventional be-

havior and attitudea, Pinero'a knowledge of the theater 

taught him the consequences of defying society. ̂  For this 

reason# his primary emphasis was focused upon the individual*a 

opposition to the demands and restrict ions of society#^ 

Sir Arthur Ming Pinero * a contribution in portraying 

women cannot be ignored# Often in his own time these women 

were considered only sensational! however, a close study 

of them reveals More depth and vitality than they were of-

ten accredited, 

D̂unteel, pp. 109-110. 
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